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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Lincoln Laboratory has supported the F+ in the development of Traffic
Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) surveillance techniques for
air-carrier uae since 1975. In anticipation of an eventual interest in TCAS
by the general aviation comunity, Lincoln Laboratory was tacked in 1979, as a
part of its FAA-sponsored TCAS development program, to also explore TCAS
surveillance techniques suitable in performance and cost for general aviation
use. This report documents the results of this taak; it describes the
GATCAS equipment that waa designed, built, and tested for this program and it
provides surveillance performance data from bench tests and flight teata of
this equipment.
Flight testing of the GATCAS equipment took place during the winter of
1981/1982, and the work was concluded in the Spring of 1982. During the
period in which the design specifications for this experimental GATCAS
equipment were being developed, significant design concepts were still
emerging, mny of which were ultimately embodied in the National Standard for
TCAS 11, The GATCAS equipment that waa flon included very few of these
concepts and therefore mst be considered strictly as an experimental design
which was developed to better understand techniques for reducing the cost of
critical surveillance elements associated with the TCAS transmitter and the
reply processor. The equipment did not include ATCRBS or Mode S surveillance
tracking alEorithma. It included no interference limiting, bearing
estimation, or CAS logic. It waa flight tested by interfacing it with an
existing air-carrier TCAS Experimental Unit (TEU) which did include ATCR8S and
Mode S surveillance algorithms, CAS logic and recording capability, but no
interference limiting, bearing estimation, or traffic adviaory display logic.
Early paragraph of Section 2, sumarize the GATCAS surveillance design
philosophy, list the performance requirelnentseatabliahed, and describe the
major architecture of the GATCAS avionics subsystems. Succeeding paragraph
in Section 2 describe the design of each of the aubunita included in the
GATCAS avionics. Section 3 deacribea the software developed to perform the
real-time proceaaing tasks. Diagnostic hardware and software are described in
Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Flight test results obtained by interfacing to
an existing TEU are presented in Section 6., and Appendix A is an analysis of
the probable coats of GATCAS equipment baaed upon the design concepts employed
in the experimental model.

The remainder of this chapter review the Mode S mterial that forms the
explain
background to signal coding. The following chapters then present aTld,
the various components of the overall Mode S coding design.
1.1 Coding Problem
One of the “primaryresponsibilitiesof Mode S ia the delivery and
reception of varioua types of traffic control information to and from
aircraft. It is necessary that such messages be validated before acceptance.
Air Traffic Control voice radio comwnds are validated in the present system
by repeating the comand back to the ground. This same Cechnique could be
used with digital messagea in Mode S as a low cost method of message
validation. However, if a message could be validated in a single transaction,
message delivery would require fewer tranamissiona and thus leaa channel
capacity, and would also be less strongly affected by link reliability.
Coding techniques offer just such a means of reliably validating a single
transmission, and such coding techniques need not involve a great amount of
circuit complexity. Thus, coding techniques were etudied from the outset of
the Mode S program as a promising means of providing a highly reliable and
efficient message validation system with little coat impact on the
transponder.
In order to eliminate the overhead associated with the redundant parity
check bite in coding, a technique for combining parity and addresa bits was
used as developed by the British in their early work on a diecrete addresa
system referred to ae the AOSEL (Address Selection) beacon aystern. Instead of
having the receiver check two separate msaage fields to determine if the
received message should be accepted, a combined address/parity field allows
the operation to be carried out by checking only one field. Whenever the
parity check bits resulting from the received meaaage are nonzero, the
expected address/parity field is different from the actual received
address/parity field, indicating the message ehould not be accepted. This
scheme removes the overhead associated with the uee of coding for mesage
validation, which is an important step because of the constraint on message
length.
Although the foregoing discussion mkea coding appear attractive for
meesage validation, the key problem is that of selecting a code that performs
adequately in the channel environment. There are nuwrous error wchaniams
affecting the Mode S uplink and downlink channels. A decision waa ~de early
in the coding inveatigation to concentrate on codes that can overcome errors
callsedby interference sources. Errors caused by noise only or cauaed solely
by fading of the signal below threshold were not considered. A rationale fOr
this posture la that errors due to noise alone can be dealt with by virtually
any choice of code, while the fading mechanisms that ariae from turning
aircraft, over-the-horizon transmission, etc., have a duration that ia longer
than the Mode S msaage and therefore are beyond the control of any coding
scheme.
Errors due to interference arise from ATCRBS interrogations, TACM
channels operating near or harmonically related to 1030 or 1090 ~z,
continuous-wave (CW) interference, and multipath. Of these, ATCUS
interference is the dominant factor, and the code search was largely driven
2
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2.1.2

System Operating ~aracteristics

As noted above, the GATCAS avionics was intended to provide air-to-air
surveillance for general aviation aircraft normally operating below 10,000
feet. The operating characteristics selected for tbe GATCAS experimental unit
are sumarized as follows:
Peak Transmit Power (at ~ port):
Receiver Sensitivity (MTL):
Maximum processed

100 watts
-72 dBm
8.7 mi

ATCRBS Mode Track Capacity (aircraft)
Processed and Degarbled:

5

Mode S Mode Track Capacity (aircraft)
Active:
Domant:
Squitter:

5
12
25

These characteristics provided somewhat more capability than is strictly
required for the GATCAS function aa sumarized in para. 2.1.1. However excess
capability was included in this experimental teat bed to provide additional
experimental flexibility. It was possible to degrade the performance to retch
the ultimate design goals intended for this class of equipment. The analysis
of the surveillance flight test data obtained with this equipment (see
Section 6) focused on the performance of the equipment at reduced target
ranges.
2.1.3 Major System Elements

The GATCAS is a self-contained experimental avionics unit which includes
a transmitter-receiver,a digital processor, and a 16-bit computer
(Fig. 2.1-1). The computer aubaystem is adequate to support surveillance and
collision avoidance tasks, and to generate output for display to the pilot.
However, to reduce the programing required to mke the GATCAS unit
functional, an existing air carrier TCAS experimental unit (TEU) was
configured to accept reply data from a GATCAS unit serial I/o port so it cOuld
perform the real-time processing and recording using existing software. The
GATCAS unit thus performed only interrogation control and reply processing in
its functional tests. The operational system configuration i9 shown in
Fig. 2.1-2.
The internal architecture of the GATCAS la shown in Fig. 2.1-3. The
system is divided into two mj or components, the cOmputer aubsyatem and the
signal proce9s0r. The computer subsystem uses a Z8002 microprocessor and
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Fig. 2.1-2. GATCAS operational configuration.

Another likely source of interference arises from TACAM interrogation
pulse pairs having a carrier frequency close to 1090”~z (there exist some
special use tilitary TAMNS using 1OQO-MZ) . These interrogations have two
3.5 * 0.5 usec pulses separated by 12.0 i 0.5 vsec and, again, are seen to
result in burst errors spanning less than 24 Mode S bits. Other interference
sources such as mlcipath also lead to bursts of errors in the Mode S
message.
The Mode S reply processor uses an amplituda comparator to determine the
data from the PPM reply, assigning a ‘O’ or ‘1’ if the first or second chip
respectively of the bit has greater amplitude. A separate detector determines
whether interference is present for the bit. The data bit is flagged as high
confidence if this detector finds (1) ..thatno tnterference energy is present
in the “othar”chip, and (2.)
that the primry chip anergyis in the minbeam
of the antenna rather than .ina sidelo.be. Other bit decisions are labelled as
low confidence. The reply azimuth estimate ia constructured byaveraging the
monopulse estimtes of the first..sixceenhigh confidence bits.
The confidence masures of the bit decision process are used in the error
correction schem. ~~~
In particular, by assuming that bit er~ors can only,occur
in”bitsf
Gr
which a low confIdence:eetimte has been made,.the inp!.~tO the
decoder can be characterized‘asan erasura channel. The correction.ability.
for an erasurechannel, in which theposaible error locationsare knom, is
the same .as the detection ability on a.normal channel, in which no such
knowledge exists. Thus error correction becomes feasible on the domlink.

6

provides for two parallel 1/0 ports, four serial 1/0 ports, a system timing
controller, an interrupt controller and 191 Kbytes of memory. All parts of
the computer subsystem are connected using one bus (Z8002 Bus).
The signal processor uses an h2910 ticroprogramed sequencer to
centrol interrogations and replies in both the Mode S and Mode C modes. The
signal processor has an internal bus (RIC bus) which connects the Mode S and
Mode C memories, range counter, control register, and status register. The
28002 can read and mite to the appropriate registers of the signal processor
through the use of bus connection logic which connects the RIC bua to the
Z8002 bus.
2,2

RF Unit

The GATCAS RF Unit, Fig. 2.2-1, consists of the following functional
subunits:
a)

Microwave signal source

b)

PAN/DPSK modulators

c)

Microwave power module

d)

RF components

e)

Receiver
2.2.1 Microwave Signal Source (1030 WZ)

The ticrowave signal source consists of a phaae-locked, temperaturecontrolled crystal oscillator, stablized to within * 0.0005% of the nominal
frequency, and a solid state mltiplier chain which generates the 1030 NRz
transmitter frequency. The output power of the oscillator-multiplierchain ia
sufficient to permit the insertion of a circulator and a 10-dB pad between the
source and the phase-shift modulator (double-balancedtixer). The isolation
and the use of an absorptive (rather than reflective) pulse mplitude
modulation (PAM) switch are provided to uintain the carrier frequency
stability required by the TCAS National Standard.
The ticrowave source ia located in a shielded enclosure to tinimize
1030 NRz leakage to the co-located airborne transponder.
The same 1030 WZ frequency source is also used as the receiver local
oscillator to convert the 1090 ~z replies to a 60 MRz intermediate frequency
(IF).

Parity functions for burst detektion codes tend to be quite different
from those for random errors. No longer is distance important. Instead, the
message bits that generate a specific parity bit mst be widely spaced, or
said another way, bits within a burst mst independently determine different
parity bits. A trivial code for detecting burst errors is as follows:
P1 = ml +mMl
P2 = m2 +mw2

+ m2b+1 + ...
+m2b+2+
...
(where + =

sum modulo 2)

pb=mb+m2b+m3b +...
This parity code detects any burst of up to b-bits, aven though its Haming
distance is only 2, Implying that it can only guarantee detection of a single
random error.
An optimum burst code, such as that choeen for Mode S, will mximize
random error detection performance for a givan krst length capability.
2.1

the

Cyclic Codes

A cyclic code is defined as,one in which the set of valid code words is
expressible as all mltiples of a given generator polynodinal G(x):
C(x) = H(x)

G(x)

for any H(x)

(2-1)

where for burst detection applications G(x) till ba of the same order as tha
burst length, namely b. The natural length n of a cyclic code, which is the
number of bits each of its code worde mst contain to produce cyclic code
properties, is the s~llest integer for which:
Xn-1
----

+

no remainder

(2-2)

G(x)
The code worde produced by G(x) will have these n-bits broken up as:
n=k+b
where k is the number of infor~tion bits in the code word and b is the number
of parity bits. Each potantial code word, produced as in (2-1), is reduced to
n-bits by being taken modulo Xn-l.
Cyclic codes are so-named because any code word, shifted cyclically, is
still a code word. That is, if one code word is given by:
Cl(x) = HI(x) G(x) = (an_l X“-l + an-2 Xn-2 + ... + al x + ao)
then a second one can be given by:

(2-3)

2.2.2 P~/DPSK Modulators
Two types of modulators are required for the W Unit: a pulse aplitude
modulator (PAN), and a differential phase-shift keyed (DPSK) modulator. The
Pm modulator consists of an absorptive type switch with an off/on ratio of
110 dB.
The DPSK modulator consists of a double balanced tixer, and a bipolar
video driver. Since the bandwidth of the double-balan,ced~xer iS large
relative to the transmit signal bandwidth, the DPSK transition is detemined
by the rise-time of the driver’s video pulse and by the transmitter bandpass
characteristics. The Mode S National Standard requires that these transition
be completed within 80 nanoseconds.
2.2.3 Microwave Power Wdule
Tbe ticrowave power modules consist of a dcrowave solid state driver
that Drovides 30 dB of gain at 1030 ~Z, and a solid state power mplifier
that provides 22 dB of gain. The operating voltage required for the driver is
+20 WC; the operating voltages for the power aplifier are +33 WC and
+50 WC.
These voltages are derived from a comon power supply which is
energized by the aircraft 28 volt source.
Typical performance of the transmitter is shown in Fig. 2.2-2 which
illustrates a transition of the DPSK modulation. It can be seen that the
bandwidth of the transmitter la adequate to achieve the required 80 nsec
transition time.
2.2.4 Other Transmitter W

Components

The transmitter alao includes the following M
devices:

transmission and switching

a) A transmitter output bandpass filter.- This filter, centered at
1030 Mz. hae a bandwidth of 20 ~z, an insertiOn 10SS Of 0.5 dB,
provides’60 dB attenuation (with respect to band-center) at the
receive frequency (1090 MZ), and limits the tranemit sPectrum in
accordance with the Mode S National Standard.
b) A circulator.- This device acts as diplexer, connecting transmitter,
receiver and antennas. It provides at least 25 dB isolation between
transmitter and receiver.
c) A receiver input limiter.- This is used for receiver input protection.
It can protect againat 300 watt peak pulses.
- ~ie ‘ilter ‘s
d) A receiver input bandpass filter (Preselector).
centered at 1090 Mz, has a bandwidth of 20 MBz, and provides 40 dB
rejection to unwanted signals at the transmitter frequency (103O ~z).

9

Message:

IIIOIII1!OI
5th
bit

1st
bit
=X4+X2+X

Generator:

X2+X

+b=2

Encode: find Xb M(x) / G(x):

X4+

x2+x

X3+

tolx6to

O+X+I

+x4+

X3+

O+O+0

X6 t ~5
x5t

x4+x3

X5 t X4
X3
X3 + X2
X2
X2+X
x = R(x)

Code Word: Xb M(x) + R(x) = (X6 + X4 + X3) +
=x 6+x4

(x)

tx3+x

=1011010
‘~’
message

‘T’
parity

Fig. 2-1. Cyclic encoding example.
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e) A diversity switch.- ~is solid-state SPDT switch connects either the
tOP Or bottom mounted antenna, as comanded by surveillance
algorithms. It provides 25 dB of inter-channel isolation, and
switches in 10 usec,
f) ~o antenna low pass filters.- These low paaa filters prevent the
radiation of harmonics generated by tltediversity switch.
2.2.5 Receiver
The receiver consists of an image filter, a down-converter, a 60 MSz IF
filter and a log aplifier.
a) Down-converter.- The insertion loss of the down-converter ia 6 dB whe[l

+7 dBm LO power is injected to the L-port. The unit can withstand up
to +26 dBm at room temperature (+17 dBm at 100”C). The 1 dB
compreaaion point occu~s when the signal power level at the L-port ia
1 m.
b) IF mplifier. - This is a solid state, modular, wide-band mplifier.
c) 60 Mz IF filter.- This filter has a bandwidth of 10 MSz and
establishes signal and noise bandwidth. It ia a 6-pole Beaael filter
designed to mintain phaae linearity within ita 3 dB bandwidth. Ita
insertion loaa is 2 dB.
d) Log mplifier. - The 60 ~z signal is further mplified and
video-detected using a minlatura log aplifier. Its center frequency
Over an input range of -70 to O
ia 60 ~z and bandwidth is 20 Wz.
dBm its output riaea from 0.2 to 2 volts into 93 ohms, a tranafer
characteristic of 25.7 mv/dB. The detected output video ia fed to the
receiver video monitor and the video pulse quantizer (VPQ).
Dealgn of the receiver is based on the power budget and aaaumptions given in
Table 2.2-1. Receiver performance ia demonstrated in Fig. 2.2-3a,b,c which
indicate a typical receiver log video reaponae for the first two pulses of a
Mode S reply preamble at -46 dBm.
2.3

Video-Pulse @antizer

The Video Pulse @antizer (VPQ) processes receiver log video pulses to
produce quantized slope and signal strength, and a Mode S chip aplitude
comparison signal. The VPQ is designed to produce, in conjunction with the
pulse digitizer described in Section 2.4.3, accurate time-of-arrival and
pulaewidth eatimatea for all received pulses over the full dynamic range of
the receiver where pulaewidth and time-of-arrivalare defined at the -6 dB
points.

11
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The resulting code, it should be noted, is not a cyclic code, in that not
all cycled code wrds result in other code words.
‘The
code words are still
generated by the same polynomial G(x), however, so all the encoding and
decoding procedures still apply. Mathematically, tiereaa the natural cyclic
code uses algebra based on modulo Xn-l, the shortened cyclic code uses algebra
based on:
~n-i
F(x) = X*-l-R(X),

R(x) = remainder of

Thus, a shortened cyclic code is also knom

---G(x)

(2-12)

as a pseudo-cyclic code.

For Mode S, the message codes employ 24 parity bits, and are shortened to
either a length of 56 or 112-bits depending upon whether a 32-bit or 88-bit
mssage is being transmitted.

a)
1087 ~Z

b)
1090 MHz

c)
1093 MHz

Fiq, 2.2-3. GATCAS receiver log video response.
13
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For Mode S, b=24. Thus mathematically:
r(x)
A(x) G(x)
f = --------- tith reminder ---- 10St
X24
X24

(3-2)

The actual uplink meeeage can then be written as:

r(x)
A(x) G(x)
U = X24 M(x) + R(x) + --------X24
—
——
~
108t
message
parity
addrese
reminder
function
(- = +)

(3-3)

where, for review:
X24 M(x) = m(x) G(x) + R(x)

(3-4)

The transponder decoding procedure (to decode the address) is to mltiply
the received ~ssage by X24 and then divide the result by G(x):
X24
r

=

----

(3-5)

u

G(x)

If no errors were mde
(3-4):

in transmission, the result would be by (3-3) and

X24

r

A(x) G(x)
r(x)
= ---- [m(x) G(x) + R(x) + R(x) + --------- + ----]
X24
X24
G(x)

(3-6)

high
order
bits

low
order
bite

remairider

Thus the address will be directly readable ae desired. If an error occurred:
~.

X24
. G(X;
---

. ~

[U + E(x)]

X24 E(x)
+ -------G(x)

(3-7)
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If step 1 indicates an error exists, the residual remainder after the addresa
ia removed is called the error syndrome. It is used to perform the step 2 and
3 operations as explained below.
Whenever an error is present, the syndrome will be non-zero. For a given
24-bit message segment, there are 224-1 possible burst error patterns. Each
of these patterns will produce a different one of the 224-1 possible
syndromes. Thus, there is a l-to-l correspondence between errors and
syndromes. The syndrome pattern will differ from that of the error because of
the division of the message by G(x) during the decoding process. The only
time this pattern transforwtion does not occur is when the error burst is in
the low-order 24-bits; in that case the syndrome and tbe error are identical.
.

Of course,
the burst error can occur in=
24-bit segment. ..
Since the
errors in each suchsegment..can generate every possible syndrom, the mpp.ing
from syndromes to errors is mny-to-ona. A given syndrome is produced by
differenterror patterns in different se~ents; however, as the transformation
is a functionof error location. The.syndrome thus contains no information
concerning the location of the error; an independent.
source is needed for that
funCtiOn. Once the pos.ftionof the error.is located, though.,
the syndrOme
will specify.the error patterrr.~~~

Eachreceived bit is decoded.in the Mode S sensor as a O .or 1, with a
separata confidencebit produced as describ~d:in:CHapter.1 to indicate the
receiver’s certainty.asto its decision. High confidence bits are..
asst~med.ro
be correct, and are not permitted to be changed.... If the error syndrome ~
indicates a..
burst error, and some 24-bit segments of the .mssage has a pattern
of low confidence bits that matches the 1fs in the transformed syndrome that
aPPlies tO that segment, the error will be assumed to be located, and these
bits will be corrected. Errors due to mltiple bursts, or errors in high
confidence bits, can not be corrected. Of course, infrequently a wrong
correction will be performed,
The first decoding step is division of the received message by the
generator polynomial. If no error has occurred, and using (3-11) and (3-4):

D
X24M(X)
R(x)
A(x)
---- = -------- + ---- + ---G(x)
G(x)
G(x)
G(x)

m(x)G(x)
R(x)
R(x)
A(x)
. -------- + ---- + ---- + ---G(x)
G(x)
G(x)
G(x)

A(x)
= m(x) + ----G(x)

(3-12)
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4.

if all 1‘s fn the syndrome are paired with.a .1OWconfide!lcebit, the
error has been locatea

5.

else cyclically shift right the message and the confidence word

6.

return to 2, using the new shiftea message as N(x).

Fortunately, the need to perform the whole aivision process each time can
be elfrninated. This is becauae the synarome S1,,
of the ~
cyclically shifted
message can be produced directly from the original syndrome S0. By definition
of the s~drome, it is the remainder when dividing N(x) by the generator
G(x):
(3-:1:6)

S0 = N(x) - G(K) QO(i)

where Q~(x) ,is some quotiens, and .SO is:of degree 23 or leas. The Ieft
shifted message1s aynarw.neS1-fs gi~e~ by:

SI

‘::W(X)

“- G(x)

QI(.x).

(3-17.)

where KN(x)..iathe left shifted message, Q~(x) ia a differenEquotiefi~,and S
is again of degree 23 or less. Then:

XSO-S1

~~~=

~(x)[xQo(x.
) - Ql(x)]

(3-18)’

But the degree of the left side ia at .most 24> :fiile.
that of G(x) is exactly
24.. Therefore the quantity .inbrackats must be”a.constant c (O or 1) to keep
the right aide aegre2 no g~eater than 24. Furthermore, if the degree of S0 is
less than 23 (that ie, if its leading coefficient s23=O), then the left side
fa of degree 23 or less, requiring c to be O. Otherwise, if SZ3=I, XBO is Of
aegree 24 while S1 ia of degree 23 or less, so the left side cannot be zero,
requiring c to be 1. Summarizing these results:

S1

=

Xso

if s~3 = o
(3-19)

S1 = xSO + G(x) if s23 = 1

This equation states that the syndrome of the left ehiftea tissage can be
obtained from the original syndrome by a shift and aad the divisor operation.
The process can be implemented by entering the origi~l ayndrom into a
division circuit set to divide by G(x), of the type ahom in Fig. 4.4, and
operating the circuit tith no input. Each cycle then ~shifts the syndrome, and
adda G(x) or O according to whether the rightmost atage (s23) ia 1 Or O
respectively, aa required by (3-19).
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8.0

4.0

POLYNOMIAL mIT~TIC

As seen in the previous chapter, encoding and decoding procedures require
numerous polynomial arithmetic operations: addition, multiplication, and
division (subtraction is the same as addition, as +1 = -1 in mdulo-2
arithmetic). Addition is implemented simply by a modulo-2 adder, also knom
as an exclusive-or circuit. Multiplication and divisfon, however, require
fairly complex shift registar implementations. This chapter presents the
details of these circuits.
4.1

Polyno~al Multimplication

The product of two polynomials, P(x) = H(x) G(x), ia formed by grouping
together and summing modulo-2 all cross-coefficient terms having the same
exponent sum. In particular, the product coefficient pj is given by:

Pj = i gihj_i
i=o

(r the degree of G)

(4-1)

where
hj-i = O for j-i < 0
hj_i =Oforj-i>k

(k the degree of H)

Thus, the product coefficient can ba computed if all the g coefficients are
available along with the r+l h coefficients from hj dom through hj_r.
Figure 4-1 presents a tapped r-stage shift regiater circuit that
Imple=nts this operation. The h coefficients are entered one by one, higheet
one first, into the register (initialized to all zeroes). After the last one
(ho) ia entered, zeroes are fed in until the multiplication is completed.
Thus tha input plus the register alwaya contains the sequence hj, hj-l,..hj-r
as required, for all j from n=r+k to O. The g coefficients are represented by
the presence (gi=l) or absence (gi=O) of the inter-stage taps. Thus, each
clOCk cycle, the au~tion box produces the product coefficient according to
the above sumation formula.
An alternate multiplication circuit ia also comonly employed. This
circuit, shorn in Pig. 4-2, generates each product coefficient piece by piece
as the input h coefficients are encountered. The above sumat ion formula
indicates that the coefficient hi contributes to r+l different product
coefficients as follows:
higo + Pi

.

higr + PI+r
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Multiply P(x) = H(x) G(x)
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Second multiplication circuit.
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2.4.5 Mode S Preamble Detector
The preamble detector is shown in Fig. 2.4-7. It is enabled when valid
pulses are enabled at the sliding window detector (see section 2.4.4). %0 D
flip-flops spread the ~E signal to account for timing tolerances.
Figure 2.4-6 shows pertinent timing. Note that the detection of a preamble
starts the Reply and Interrogation Controller (RIC) processing a Mode S rePIY
and any further interrupts while the message is being processed are ignored.
2.4.6 Pseudo Leading Edge Ccneration and Short Pulse Rejection
Overlapping ATCRBS replies will generate pulses having widths different
than the standard code pulse width (3-5 aamplea at 120.6 nanoseconds per
sample). To reject narrow pulses and to estimate the leading edge positions
of pulses that have been combined in the ~U receiver, the 10gic shOwn in
Fig. 2.4-8 is used.
The first pulse processing gtep eliminates narrow pulses having widths
less than three samples. Next, Counter 1 la used to artificially inject .a
pseudo leading edge four sample positions prior to the end of all pulses
having widths greater than or equal to 6 (see figures 2.4-g, 2.4-10* and
2.4-11),
Finally, longer pulses are analyzed by the rest of the logic in
Fig. 2.4-8 in order to insert extra leading edges every fOur samPles etarting
at the leading edge of the pulse until the pseudo leading edge position 19
reached. The timing for a pulse having an 11 sample width is shown in
Fig. 2.4-12.
A sumary of the rules, adapted directly from the Mde S ground sensor
degign, for pseudo and extra leading edge generation is given below.
(a)

If PW - 1 or 2, then the leading edge shall not be represented in
the leading edge data stream, but all other directly declared
leading edges shall be represented in the leading edge data stream.

(b)

If PW > 6, then a pseudo-leading edge shall be declared at the
sample time four sample intervals prior to the declared trailing
edge.

(c) If PW > 10, then additional pseudo-lesding edges (called extra
leadine edges) shall be declared every fourth sample interval
following the leading edge but prior to the paaudo-leading edge
inserted in (b).
(d) If LW > 5, then additional pseudo-leading edges shall be declared
every fourth sample interval following the first leading edge but
prior to the second leadine edge.
Note that when a leading edge declaration is followed by a trailing edge
declaration, PW is used to denOte this Pulse width in terms ‘f ‘ample
intervals. LW is used to denote the spacing between two successively declared
leading edges in terms of sample intervals.
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Divide Q(x) = H(x) / G(X)
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Using the facts that the low order H(x) terms are all zero, and that - = +,
the final result is:
(4-6)

R(x) = Q(x) G(x)lO” Order
Expanding this result:

R(x) = [qo gr-1 + ql gr-2 + ... ~r-1 gOlxr-l
r-2
+ [qo g~-2 + ql ~~-3 + ... tir-2golx
+ ,.,.+[q~ .gl + q~:gol*qo

go.

(4.-7)

At the time the last quotient qo.ha~ been generated by the di~ia!On
circuit feedback~ the register stages contain qo ChrOughqr_l.
Furth”ermOre,
q. is aligned with gr_l, ql tith gr-2, etc. Thus ~the circuit, when placed “in
a multiplier configuratibn,will generate, sequentially, there
~inder
terms.
The circuit inFig. 4-6, therefore, implements bOth the requfred“divis~Onand
circuit now
remainder generationoperations. This second type ef div.is.ion
requires ne more cycles than the first to perform these operations.
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5.0 MODE S IMPLEMENTATION
Now that the mathematical description of the Mode S uplink and downlink
coding processes has been developed (in Chapter 3), and the polynomial
arithmetic circuits have been described (in Chapter 4), the actusl Mode S
sansor and transponder coding implementations can be provided. This chapter
presents the actual figures contained in the Mode S National Standard and
Specification (FAA-E-2716). Each figure ie functionally explained by putting
together the knowledge provided by the previous two chapters.
5.1

Uplink Implementation

The sensor uplink encoder is shorn in Fig. 5-1. Basically, it Is the
revised divieion circuit presented earlier in Fig. 4-6. Note that the output
is taken at the feedback loop, rather than 24 cycles later when this value
exits the shift register as in the true division circuit of Fig. 4-5. This
change is thus equivalent to multiplying the input by X24, yielding the
division x24M(x)/G(x) ae deeired.’
Wfth the swftch up, the divieion is performed, and the reminder quotient
coefficients placed into the shift register as explained in the previous
chapter. Then, when the switch is lowered to remove the feedback, two
simultaneous operations occur in the now multiplier circuit (refer to
Fig. 4-6). Firet, the reminder R(x) is generated in the msnner explained in
the last chapter when the input of the addrese is ignored. Second, the
presence of this input through the switch causes it to be mltiplted by G(x).
This Iatter moltiplicstion is not completed, however, as the 24 trailing
zeroes needed to complete the formtion of the product (see 4.1) are not
input. Thus only the high-order bits are produced. The result, by
superposition, ia thet the AP field output ie:
(5-1)

AP - R(x) + A(x) G(x)high order
as desired.

The transponder decoder circuit, also shown in Fig. 5-1, is again of the
type of Fig. 4-6. Only thie time, it is lways left in the division mode.
Once again, the input is multiplied by x2~ d“e tO the position Of the OUtPUt.
Thus the result is:
X24
u, = ---- u
G(x)

(5-2)

as desired.
5.2 Dowlink ~m~~ementstion
The transponder encoder circuit, also show in Fig. 5-1, ia virtually
identical to the sensor uplink encoder. The difference is that the address is
not inp,,cto the mt,ltipliercircuit through the switch for the second part of
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2.5

Reply and Interrogation Controller
2.5.1 General Description

The %ply and Interrogation Controller (RIC) controls the processing of
Mode S and ATCRSS interrogations and replies. Upon comand from the z8002
computer, the RIC initiates and coordinates the execution of one of nine
predefine tasks. Upon completion of one of these tasks, the RIC interrupts
the computer so the results can be retrieved and processed.
The RIC consists of an b2910 microprogram sequencer, h2914 interrupt
controller, microprogram memory, control register, status register, range
counter, and Mode S data memory. A block diagram of the RIC is shown in
Fig. 2.5-1.
2.5.2 h

2910 Wcroprogram Sequencer

The k2910 is a bipolar dcroprogram controller intended for use in
high-speed microprocessor applications [11. Its internal architecture has a
fixed-width, 12-bit, data path allowing for an address space of up to 4K words
of microprogram. Figure 2.5-2 shows a block diagram of the internal
architecture. The controller conteina a four-input multiplexer that ia used
to select either the registerlcounter,microprogram counter, direct Input, or
stack, ae the source of the next ticro-instruction addreaa.
The register/counter conaiats of 12 ~type, edge-triggered flip-flOPs,
with a comon clock enable. The data bus furnishes data for loading the
regiaterlcounter.
The microprogram counter consists of a 12-bit incremented followed by a
12-bit register. An external control to the incremented allows the
microprogram address to be incremented or to remain unmodified. If the
microprogram addresa ia not incremented,
the
same
ticro-instruction
ia
executed any number of times. This feature is critical in properly
synchronizing the signal processor to decode a Mode S reply.
The third source for the multiplexer is the direct (D) input. This IS
used when a branch is required to alter program flow.
The fourth input to the multiplexer is a 5-word by 12-bit stack. The
stack is used to provide return address linkage when executing
micro-subroutines or loops. The stack contains a built-in stack pointer (SP)
which always points to the last file word written. The stack pointer operates
as an upfdown counter.
The internal parta of the b2910 are controlled by the instruction
programmable logic array (PM) which is driven by control signals and
instruction inputs from the microprogram memory and an external conditional
input. The instruction executing the external conditional input to the h2910
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the operation. Thus, no multiplication of it by G(x) takes place. Instead,
the input is merely added to the remainder being generated. Thus the M field
is now:
AP = R(x) + A(x)

(5-3)

as desired.
The sensor decoder represents the msjor hardware complexity of the coding
systern. Figures 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4, taken from the Mode S specification,
highlight the implementation. First, as shown in Fig. 5-2, the domlink
message is entered into the A-Register, which is a division circuit of the
type of Fig. 4-4. This circuit produces the remainder in parallel-readable
form in the shift register. Thus, the remainder can be bit-by-bit added
(compared) to the expected addreaa to produce the error syndrome. Meanwhile,
the message and confidence bite are being stored in the DB and CB registers
respectively. The confidence test shorn in the figure is discussed below.
If the syndrome is non-zero, an error buret is present. This burst csn
be in any 24-bit segment of the mseage.
To produce the sequence of
successively cyclic shifted syndrome patterna, the “reverse diviaion”’
E-Register circuit of Fig. 5-3 is used. This circuit, as explained
in Section 3.2, is filled by the initial syndrome in bit reversed order, and
its taps implewnt the reciprocal polynomial G!(x) (compare the g coefficient
order with Fig. 5-2). The explanation also indicated, as show, that it
has no input, only feedback. The CB and DB registers are transferredto the L
and M registers respectively, also in reverse order, ao that the loworder
24-bits are the first set to be checked.
One shift st a time, the successively cycled syndrome is produced
according to equation (3-19). In “parallel,the message and confidence stream
are cycled one-bit at a time. When the 1‘a of the syndrou pattern retch the
low confidence 1‘s in the low order 24-bits of the confidence bit pattern, the
error haa been trapped. The correction enable bit is then set by the error
location function.
At this time, as shown in Fig. 5-4, the feedback of the E-Regieter la
disabled, so that the syndrome can be read out serially. In parallel, the M
register shifts out the msaage bits. Each bit corresponding to a 1 in the
error ayndronm la then corrected by adding the two streams bit-by-bit.
One further check ia msde during the detection phaae of the correction
process, namely the number of low confidence bits contained in each 24-bit
segment of the message ia determined. If the number of them ever exceeds a
threshold, error correction is rejected. Thie is bscause the poaaibility of
an erroneous correction goes up sharply with the number of low confidence
bits. In the limit, if any 24 consecutive bits ~re low confidence, the
eyndrome pattern would be retched no utter what it was, and correction of
those specific 24 bits would always occur.
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Any combination of these inputs can be enabled or disabled by using the
masking feature of the k2914.
2.5.4

Microprogram Memory

The ticroprogran memory containa all the microprogram firmware necessary
to the execute the 5 predefine collision avoidance taaks and 4 diagnostic
tasks. The memory is designed for a maximum size of 2K words with a word
being 88 bits wide. Of the 88 bits in a word, 86 bits are defined and 2 bits
are undefined and available for future use. Figure 2.5-3 shows the field
definition for the 88 bit microprogram word. All 9 tasks require a total of
325 wrds of memory and are located in the firet 625 words of the address
epace. The memory is built using h27s181 bipolar PROMS which provide high
speed acceas enabling the signal processing to mn at the required speed.
2,5.S

Control Register

In order for the z8002 computer to communicate with the RIC, a control
register (see Fig. 2.5-1) is provided which the computer can load with the
required control information prior to atartlng a particular task. The control
register ia 16 bits wide and is located at locations 512 and 513 in the z8002
epecial 1/0 addrass space, Eleven of the bits in the register are defined and
five are undefined and are available for future use. Figure 2.5-4 shows the
control register field definition.
The four most significant bits (bits 13 through 16) of the control
register represent the task control field which specifies what task the RIC
is to perform next. Nine of the sixteen possible tasks have been defined and
are listed in Fig. 2.5-5.
The 4 bit ~
control field (bits 8 through 12) allows the z8002 cOmPuter
to dynamically set the receiver sensitivity. This field controls the tinimum
threshold over the range -72 dBm to -40 dBm in 2 dB increments. All zeroes in
the ~
field represent -72 dBm while all ones represent ’40 dBm.
Three single bit fields are also contained in the control register. The
first bit (bit 8) selects the antenna to be used in the present ta8k. A 1 in
this position selecte the upper antenna and a O selects the bottom antenna.
The second bit (bit 7) sets the length of the expected Mode S reply in
responsa to the laat Mode S Interrogation. A 1 in this bit indicates a long
reply is expected and a O indicatea a short reply is expected.
The last active bit (bit 6) in the control register represents the mode
(Mode S or Mode C) of the current task. A 1 represents the Mode C mode and a
O represents the Mode S mode.
The leaat significant five bits of the control register are undefined.
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2.5-4. RI.Ccontrol register field description.

0000 - Mode C With No F4 filse

0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

/

7654321

Antenna~Reply~
~Mode Bit
Length-Long Mode S or
Selection
ATCRBS
or Short
Bit

Fig.

I

-

Mode C With P4 Pulse
Short Mode S Interrogation
Long Mode S Interrogation
Squitter Listening
Undefined
ATCRBS Diagnostic //1
ATCRGS Diagnostic //2
Mode S Diagnostic //1
Mode S Diagnositc #2
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined

Fig. 2.5-5. RIC task control field assignments.
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2.5.6 Status Rsgister
To allow tke Z8002 computer to wnitor RIC operation, an 8-bit status
register is provided which csn be accessed by reading location 516 in the
Z8002 special 1/0 address space. The least eignfficant four bits have been
defined while the most significant four bite sre undefined and are available
for future expansion. Figure 2.5-6 ehowe the status register bit definitions.
men the least significant bit is set, the reply address.counter (MC) hae
rolled over uaning that an excessive numb$r Of Squitterg or Mode S rePlies
have been received. If the second bit is eet, the range counter has reached
ite mximum and rolled over. men a Mode S interrogation ia sent out and none
of the replies recaived are correct, the 3rd bit in the atatua register iS
set. The fourth bit in the statue register ie used to indicate when the RIC
is In the squitter Wale. mis
bit is eet when the equitter mode is entered
and cleared when exiting the squitter mde.
2.5.7

Range Counter Latch

The RIC unit hss a 10-bit range counter which is used in the Mode S
mode operation. The counter is clocked at 8 ~z allowing for a maximum range
windOw Of 8.7 tiles, A latch is connected
to the counter which latchee the
range when a preamble ie detected. The latch can then be acceeaed by reading
locations 51S and 519 in the z8002 special 1/0 space. men the ~ximu1n range
is reached the counter halts and a bit in the statue register ia act.
2.5.8

Mode S Data Memory

A Mode S data memory is included in the RIC consisting of 512 bytes of
storage, a 7 bit reply addreas counter (WC), and a 7 bit interrogation
addrese counter (IAC) (Fig. 2.5-1). The wmory is acceeaible to both the
z8002
computer
(using
the special
1/0 instructions) and the ~ 2g10. The
special 1/0 addreas apace assignment is given in,Fig. 2.5-7. The ~de S
memory is also controllable from the microprogram wmory by the ~ 2g10. me
b 2910 stores Mde S replies in the firet 256 bytes of the data memory using
the RAC and reads the interrogation data from the last 256 bytes of the dats
memory “sing the IAC. The b 2910 cent rols *O can read from the memory at
any inatant. The memory is nomally accessible by the 28002 except when the
h 2910 requiree memory access. men the Am 2916 requires acceas to the
memory, it locks out the Z8002. An interrupt ia cent to the Z8002 if it
attempts accesa while the h 2910 is ueing the memory. The 28002 can aleo
read the current value of the SAC by accessing location 514 in the special 1/0
address space. For additional details, refer to section 2.9.4.
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Bit

SPECIAL 1/0
BYTE ADDWSS

FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENT

(DEcImL)

Mode S Reply Area

O-225
256-511

Mode S Interrogation Area

512-513

Control Register (16 Bits)

514

Reply tidress Counter (8 Bite)

516

Status Register (8 Bite)
Range Counter (16 Bits)

518-519
520

Begin Present Request
Comand

522

Stop Squitter Listening
C-and

Fig. 2.5-7. Special 1/0 address assignments.
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2.6 Mode S Interrogation Generator (DIG)
2.6.I General Dsecription
The ~de S interrogation hardware is used to perfom functions of
encoding the Mode S data and properly modulating the transmitter. This
activity is controlled and coordinated by the RIC. men a Mode S
interrogation is required, “theZ8002 loads the 56 or 112 bits of interrOgatiOn
dats into the Mode S memory etarting at locatiOn 256. The RIC then 10a~ethis
dsta, sixteen bits at a time, into the DIG as it is encoded and sent.
last 24 bits of a Mode S message contsins the addreas of the Mode S target and
is stored in the DIG for comparison with reply addresaes received by the
Mode S reply proceesor.
2.6.2 Mode S DPSK Encoder
Mode S interrogations are encoded using a 24-degree generator polynomial
[2,3]. The feed-out encoder circuit used in the DIG is shown in Fig. 2.6-1.
A message is encoded by shifting the first 32 bits (88 bits for a long
message) into the input tith gates *1 and *4 closed and gates G-2 and G-3
open. ~ter the 32nd (or 88th) bit has been input, the cOntent Of the
register is the partial quotient resulting from division by tbe generatOr
polynomial. If the encoder were ehifted 24 more times with just *3 enabled,
the appropriate parity bits to overlay on the encoded addresa would be
generated at the output, To complete the encoding process, gates &l and &4
must be opened and gates *2 and G-3 closed so addreas,bits are ~ltiplied by
the generator polynomial and simultaneouslY overlayed with the parity bite Of
the first 32 bits (88 bits for long message).
2.7 Mode S &ply

Processor (DRY)

2.7.1 General Description
The Mde S reply hardware is used to decode Mode S replies which are
received aa a result of a Mode S interrogations and Mode S squitters which
occur asynchrOnOualy, The Mode S reply data bloclcis encoded using pulse
position modulation (PPM).where each bit is represented by 1.0 aec interval.
A 0.5 sec pulse is transmitted in the first half Of tbe interval if the data
bit is”a 1, and in the second half of the interval if the data bit iS a 0.
The WQ generatea a digital signal called chip amplitude compare (UC) which
centaina the pulse position infomat ion from the reply. The DSP then samples
the CAC signal under the synchronized control of the RIC to generate the 56 or
112 bit received serial bit stream. The serial bit stream is decoded using a
fead-out decoder similar to that used in the Mode S Interrogation Generator
(DIG). As the data is decoded, it is stored 16 bits at a time in the Mde S
data memory beginning at location zero. In the case of a Mode S reply, as the
last 24 bits are decoded, they are also aerially compared tith the addresa
which was stored in the DIG when the interrogation was sent. The result Of
the comparison is stored in the status register.
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2.7.2 Mode S Wmlink

Decoder

Mode S replies are encoded using the same 24-degree generator polynomial
[2,3]. The feed-out decoder used i$ ehom in Fig. 2.7-1. men a message is
received, the Mode S reply preamble is detected by the reply decoder and the
RIC is interrupted to start ka sage proceeding. me decOder ie cOnfig~red
with gates +1 and *2 closed and *3 open *fle che fiset 32 bits (88 bits
for a long message) are received. Folloting the 32nd bit (Or 88th bit), gates
G-1 and @2 are opened and *3 is closed fiile the last 24 bits of message are
decoded. If the reply received was from the correce aircraft and no errors
occurred during reception and decoding, the last 24 bits received are the
addresa of the aircraft interrogated by the DIG.
2;8 Mode C Reply.’Accumulator
2.8.1 General..
Description
Mode”C replies are received and stored in digitizedpulse fom in the
Mode C replyaccumulator (CW) y Fig.”2.8-1. me CM cOnt*ifisan ~dreaa
counter, 1024x2 bit wmory, control logic and a logic,circuit which does a
logical OR between three ceneecutive data.:s.amplea
in the leading edge data
ia ..controlled
by the RIC which
strea toting from the reply detector. The ~
RIG for
selacts who hae accesa to the RIC..
bus. The CRA is selected by the..
loading from the. reply.
deteetor only after an kde C interrogate
ion haa been
sent. Following .aMd& C interrogation.,.
the “RICpausee.to account fur the
transponder mm
around delay and then activates the CRA logic. The logic
locks out any accessea from the RIC b
and begins gelle:at
ing the timing :
signals to load “aata fnto the CM mmory. The clock speed of the memory and
the reply detactor is 8.27 M8z. After the memory ia full, the RIC reconnects
the CRA memory to the RIC bus and interrupts the 28002 to let it know that new
data is available in the RIC.
2.8.2 CRA Storage Memory
The storage mmory in the CRA is configured as a I024x2 bit memory where
the two bits are connected to D1 and DO and the NC bua. DO is the,sum of all
leading edge data pulses (XLE) as received from the replY detector. D1 is the
logical OR of three consecutive ZLE data bits. Thus, when the CRA logic ia
activated, the mmory is cycled sequentially beginning at location zerO. The
current logical value of the ZLE and the Logical OR of the previous, present,
and following XLE values is stored aa each consecutive location ia addreased.
~is storage fom was used to simplify the Mode C software reply prOceaaing
In addition, by storing
which requires the OR of the eonaecutive ZLE smples.
the data sequentially aa it is received, the CRA addresa epace correlates
directly with the range of each target found in the memory during Mde C reply
processing.
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24-BITsHIf7 REQISTER
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Fig. 2.7-1. Mode S reply processor feed-out decoder.
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Fig. 2.8-1. Mode C reply accumulator (Aw) .
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2.9

Computer Subsystem
2.9.1 General Description

The computer in GATCAS is based on the AmZ8002 microprocessor. It was
selected to perform reply and interrogation processing as well as the tracker
and collision avoidance algorithms in a stand-alone unit. Eowever, as
discussad in 2.1.1, the GATCAS was built to work tith an air-carrier TCAS unit
and therefore only executes reply and interrogation proceaaing tasks.
Figure 2.9-1 shows a block diagram of the computer subsystem. A single bOard
computer (Am96/4016) and a mmory 1/0 board constitute the computer subsystem.
The h96/4016 has two serial 1/0 pOrts, a cOunter timer) and One Parallel I/o
port. The serial ports are designated for uae in data recording and
displaying data to the pilote in the stand-alone unit. HOwever, in the design
implemented, one port is used to communicate to the air-carrier unit and the
other ia not used. The parallel port ia used to communicate and donload
programs from the AmSYS 8/8 software development system. The cOunter-timer ia
used to generate the baud rate for the serial 1/0 ports.
The memory 1/0 board includes 31 kilobytes of random access memory
(M),
160K bytes of programmableread only mmory (PROM), two eerial 1/0
ports, one parallel 1/0 port, one system timing controller containing five
general purpose 16-bit counters, and two cascaded interrupt controllers. One
aerial 1/0 is used to drive a coneole device and the other ia a spare. The
parallel port is divided into two S-bit ports and two 4-bit ports. In the
stand-alone unit, the 8-bit ports are used together to input the 12-bit
encoded altitude for the aircraft and one of the 4-bit ports is used to input
the pilot se~sitivity level, Neither of these functions is used in the unit
presently implemented. One 4-bit port is used to output a page addreaa to the
PROM mmory. Vectored interrupts are used to notify the 28002 of
time-critical events. The two caacaded interrupt controllers are each capable
of eight requests providing a total of 16 prioritized vactored interrupts.
The system timing controller provides a time-of-day clock and progra-ble
time delays used to generate time-based interrupta.
2.9.2 28002 ~croprocesaor
The AmZ8002 is a 16-bit microprocessor which can directly addreas 64
kilobytes of memory. Its architecture embodies sixteen 16-bit general purpoaa
registers. Facilities are provided to maintain three distinct memory addresa
spaces - code, data, and stack, as well aa two separate 1/0 spacea - nO~al
and special. The z8002 implements a powerful inatructlon eet including 110
instruction types, eight addressing modes, auto-indexing inatructions, and
string instructions with repeat and non-repeat versions. These instructions
operate on several data typas: bit, byte (8-bits), word (16-bits), 10ng wOrd
(32-bits), byte string, and word string. The system can execute instructions
in one of two modes - SyS tern and normal. For further detai1s concerning the
Amz8002, refar to Reference 1.
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2.9.3

System &mory

The entire memory used by the z8002 is located on the memory 1/0 board.
Since the Z8002 is only capable of directly aaaressing 64 kilobytes of wmory
ana more *mory than this was requires, aaaitional memory was added through a
paging scheme utilizing 4 bits from the parallel port on the memory 1/0 cera
(Fig. 2.9-2). The first 16 kilobytes (aadresees 0000 to 3FFF ~X) is PROM
which is accesalble at all times. The next 16 kilobytes (addreasea 4000 to
7FFF) is a PROM page which can be selected through the parallel port to be one
of nine independent pagesi Each page is selected when the code on that page
needs to be acceseea. The uppemost 32 kilobytes (aadresses 8000 to FFFF RSX)
of memory are W
ana can be accesaea continuously; 8000 to 83FF is asaignea
to the ~
ana is reaa..
only. Tktisthe total useable mmory is 31 kilobytes of
N
and .160kilobytes of PROM’.
2.9.4

1/0

Mdress

Space

Tha Z8.O.02
has two 1/0 aaaress spaces in.sddition to the 64K.memory apace.
This is possible by decoding.the..
address together with the four .st.stus
linee
from the @U which indicate the nature of the current..
transaction. The Z8002..
hastwo sets of..
1/0 instruction (nomal snd special)~which go with each
respective 110 space. Theserial ports;parallel ports, system timing
controller, counter timer, and interrupt contro=ers. are Saei@ed to nomal
1/0 apace. Figure 2.9-3 contains.a listing of the addresa assignments for the
nomal 1/0 aaaressing spece. The least significant 12-bits k,~.e.
been decodes
giving a total of up to 4K 1/0 de.?ices.
The Mply ana IfiterrogationController tRIC) memory and ports which mst
be eccessed by the Z8002 have been assignea to the epecial 1/0 space.
Figure 2.5-7 shows the special 1/0 addressing space assignment. The least
significant 10-bits of the adaress have been aecoded giving a total of 1024
bytes in the RIC accessible from the z8002. The two locations assignea to
Begin Present Rsquest ana Stop Squitter Listening are used by the z8002 to
start ana stop the RIC. By writing to these locations, a request cen be
startea or squitter moae processing can be haltea. For additional deteils,
refer to section 2.5.8.
2.9.5 b8255A

Parallel 1/0 Port

The h8255A is a general purpose programmable parallel 1/0 device which
is used on both the memory 1/0 board ana the b86/4016. It has 24 bfts which
can be programea in two groups of twelve, utilizing three waes of operation.
In the first moae, each group of twelve bits msy be programmed in sets of 4
ana 8 to be input or output. In the secona moae, each 12 bit group my be
programea to have 8 lines of input or output and 3 of the remaining four pins
for hand shaking and interrupt control eignals. The laat moae, is a
hi-directional bus moae which uses eight lines for a bi-directional bus, ana
five lines (borrowing one from the other group) for hana shaking. For
aaaitional details about the 8255A, eee references 3 and 4.
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FPFF

83FF

8000

7FFF

PROM

e.

PROM
PAGE

PACE O

. . .

1

PROM

PACE 8

4000

3FFF

Comon

PROM
0000

Fig. 2.9-2. 28002 program memory address assignment.
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NOWL

1/0 ~DWSSINC

SPACE

FFC-FFF : MIA
FFB-FFB : N/A
FF4-FF7 : NIA
FF3-FFO : b8255A-Para11e2 port #l
FF3 : Co”trOl port
FF2 : Port C
FFl

: Port

a

FFO : POrC A
~F-FZC
FEF
FEE
FED
FEC

:
:
:
:
:

b9551 B232 wrc //1
control
Data
Co”rrol‘(am. as FEF)
Dat. (same as RE)

mB-FE8
FEB
F8A
FE9
FE8

:
:
:
:
:

h9551 M232 Port t2
C.”tr.l
DAta
Control (Same .S FEB)
Data (same .S FEA)

FE7-FE4
FE7
FE6
FE5
FE4

:
:
:
:
:

b8253 System TimLng Co”trol #l
Mode control
C.u”ter 2
Co””ter 1
Co””ter O

FE3-Fi0 : Keyboard return line.
FDR-FDC : Keyboard scan lines
Fn8-FDB : Single-step control
FD7-FD4 : Breakpoint register
FD3-FDO
FD3
FD2
FDI

:
:
:
:

LED display
Z-th character (left wet)
19th character
18th character
FDO : 17th character

FCF-FCC
FCF : 16th cba.acter
FCE : 15th charactec
FCD : 14th character
FCC : 13th character

Fig. 2.9-3.

1/0 address space assignment.
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NOWL

1/0 mDwSSING

SPACE

FCB-FC8
Fca
FCA
FC9
FC8

:
:
:
:
:

12th
1Ith
Ioth
9th

character
cb.raccer
character
character

FC7-FC4
FC7
FC6
FCS
FC4

:
:
:
:

8th
7th
6ch
5th

.h.ratter
character
character
character

FC3-FC0
FC3
FC2
Fcl
FCO

: 4th character
: 3rd character
: 2“d character
: 1st character (rlghc mat)

FBF-FBC
F8F
FBE
FBD
FUC

:
:
:
:
:

8255A Parallel port ff2
ConCroL POS t
Porc C
Fort B
Port A

#3
Am9551 RS232 POrt
Cotttrol
Data
Control (San,.as FBB)
FB8 : Data (same .$ FBA)

FBB-FB8
FBB
FBA
FB9

:
:
:
:

FB7-FB4 : &t9551 S2232 port 64
F87 : Co”tcol
FB6.: Data
FB5 : W.tcol (same as FB7)
FH4 : Data (same as FB6)
~B3-F”BO:
FB3 :
FB2 :
FBO :

ti951,3SYStem ti.ing cootroller #2
Control or Status
&“trO1 (same ,S FB3)
Data (same as FB2)

universal
I“terr”pt
Controller
#l
FAF: Co”Ccoller
status
FAE: Oat.
Fm :C.”tcol
(same
as F~)

~Ac-FAF : h9519A

FAC : Data (s@me
~u-F@
Ffi
Fm
FA9
FA8

Fig. 2.9-3.

:
:
:
:
:

8S

FAF)

&9519A U“iver.al 1.terr”PtController #2
CO”tcoller
Data
Control (same .. FA8)
Data (same .s FM)

1/0 address space assignment (cent‘d).
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2.9.6 h9551

Serial 1/0 Port

The h9551 is a programmable serial data communication interface located
on the mmory 1/0 board and the b96/4016 board that providee a universal
synchronous/asynchronousreceiverftransmitter (US~T) functfOn. It is
normlly used as a peripheral device which can be programed to operate in
several different serial communication for~ts. The device accepts parallel
data from the CPU, formts and serializes the information baaed on its current
operating mode, and then transmits the data as a serial bit stream. The USART
can operate in an independent full duplex mde allowing simultaneous reception
and conversion from serial to parallel form. control, operation, and fOrwt
options are all selected by the controlling processor. For further
information about the b9551 refer to references 3 and 4.
2,9.7

&9519A

Interrupt

Controller

The h9519A Universal Interrupt Controller is a processor support circuit
located on the mmory 1/0 board which provides an interrupt structure to
improve system efficiency a,ldversatility. A single 9519A can handle eight
mskable interrupt request inputs, resolve priorities, and suPPIY uP to ‘our
byte-programmable responses for each interrupt. For applications requiring
more interrupt inputs, mlt iple units can be cascaded to the required number.
When the h9519A receives an unmasked interrupt request, it issues a
group interrupt output to the cotltrollingprocessor. men an interrupt is
acknowledged, the controller outputs the one-to-four byte response associated
with the highest priority unmasked interrupt request. The controlling
processor can also set interrupt requests under software control. This allowa
for hardware prioritization of software tasks and aida system diagnostic and
maintenance procedures. For additional information on the h9519, refer to
Reference 4.
2.9.8 h9513

System Timing Controller

The b9513 system timing controller (STC)’is a circuit on the wmory I/o
board which ia designed to service mny types of sequencing and timing
applications. The STC centsins five general-purpose 16-bit counters which can
be programed to count up or dow in either binary or BCD. Each counter can
use internal or external frequency sources and provides three-state outputs
which can be either pulses or levels. The accumulated count in each counter
my be read without disturbing the counting process. ky of the counters WY
be internally concatenated to form an effective counter length of up to 80
bits. For additional infor~tion on the h9513, refer to reference 4.
2.9.9 h8253

Counter Timer

The h8253 is a prograwble interval timer located on the ~96/4016
computer board. This circuit can be used as a variable tiw delay under
software control, programuble rate generator, event counter or a real time
clock. In the syaterndeecribed here, this counter was used to generate the
baud rate for the two serial ports on the ~g6/4016 bOard. FOr further
details about the h8253, refer to Reference 4.
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2.9.10 Bus Connection Logic
The bus connection logic provides a means for the Z8002 to give the
Signal Processor control information, and retrieve data that has been
collected. It is designed so that if the z8002 and the Reply and
Interrogation Controller (RIC) simultaneously access a comon resource, the
Z8002 is locked out and an interrupt to the Z8002 generated ao that a recovery
can be accomplished.
There are five parts of the signal processor which can be accessed by the
Z8002: the reply addresa counter (WC) , control register, range counter, tide
S data ,mmory, and the Mode C Reply Accumulator (CM). The W, control
register, range counter, and kde S data wmory all are aaaignad tO the
special 1/0 space and are all connected to a bus tithin the RIC. The CRA is
assigned locations in the normal mmory space.
When the b2910 is acceasing any of the parts of the RIC, the z8002 is
locked out’from further access. If the z8002 attempts an accesa, an interrupt
is generated to the 28002. If the z8002 is accessing any of the rasources in
the RIC, and the RIC accesaee any of the comon reeources, the z8002 is again
locked out and an interrupt generated.
The CRA can be accessed by the Z8002 while the AM291O is accessing any of
the resources in the special 1/0 space. However, if the ~2910 la acceseing
the CRA, tha Z8002 is locked out from acceseing the CM and the reeources in
tha spatial 1/0 space. Whenever the Z8002 attempta an access which is
blocked, an interrupt is generated which allowa the Z8002 to take appropriate
action.
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3.0

GATCAS SOFTWAM
3.1

Overview

The GATCAS software consiste of Z8002 ticroproceesor eoftware and b2910
microprogram softwara. The microprocessor software consists of a real-tiw
executive providing a resource-sharingenvironment ideal for wltiple real-time
activities. The functions performed by the microprocessor software are:
communications tith the TEU, execution of Mode S and Wde C interrogation
co-rids from the TEU, 140deS and Mode C reply processing; and diagnostic
testing. A description of the ticroproceaaor eoftware la given in section 3.2.
The microprogram software is an event-driven program that co-rids Mode C
and IfodeS interrogation and processes replies under the control of the
microprocessor software. It alao perform diagnostic functions. Section 3.3
deacribee the microprogram software.
3.2

Real-Tim lticroprocessorSoftware

The GATCAS microprocessor software system configured to utilize the TEU ia a
real-time executive patterned after the DEC* RSX-11S. The RSX-11 family of
operating eystems is designed to provide resource-sharing among mltiple
real-time activities. The basic program unit which the operating system services
ie called a task. Taska are scheduled to execute on an event-driven basis by a
task scheduler. Input/output (1/0) is interrupt driven and is accomplished by
1/0 handlers. Event flags associated with significant events are used by taske
to achieve efficient synchronizationbetween themelves and other software tacks.
A taak can set, clear, test, and wait for any event flag as well ae change its
om priority, receive or eend 1/0 mssages, or ask to k awoken after a specified
time. These activities are accomplished by a task through the use of
task directives.
Three min taske run during norml operation: the ~QUEST teak, the MOde C
reply processing task, and the OUTPUT taak. The REQUEST task handlea RIC
requeeta and handles processor input buffers from the 1/0 handlers. The Mode C
reply processing task processes the tbde C replies collected by the Wde C Reply
Accumulator. The OUTPUT taak formats and sends data to the TEU.
3.2.1

Taak Scheduler and 1/0 Mndler

The GATCAS unit contains one microprocessor (the central processing unit or
CPU) and executes one task at a time. Thus, the tacks wfthin the system ms t
share the CPU in order that all taske can execute within the one-second cvcle
period of the GATCAS. Thie is accomplished by the use of a tack schedule;
(executive) which continually monitors tasks in the system allowing the highest
priority executable tack to run.
Tacks, in general, depend upon input and information from other taake and
system routines to execute. The availability of the input or information Is
comunicat ed between taska through the use of event flags. As a task executes

*Digital Equipment Corporation.
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and needs input, it executes the task directive WAITF. This directive will
test a specified flag and if its state is false (or blocking), the taak
scheduler halta its execution and atarta executing the highest priority task
that ia not blocking. If the flag ia true, the current teek will continue to
execute. A task that haa halted because a fleg waa blocking can centinue
execution when the flag becomes tme (or unblocking) if it ia the higheat
priority unblocked task in the system. The task scheduler continually
transfers control of the @U to the highest priority executable (unblocked)
task.
Interrupt driven 1/0 handlers are nOt cOntrO~led by the taak scheduler.
Unmaaked interrupts aaaociated tith significant events automatically interrupt
task execution in hardware and allow IjO routines to perfom their function.
Interrupt.routines that do not alter system.variableaexecute and return
concrol either to the task .mnning prior..
to the interrupt or the taak
scheduler. Control is returned to tha task schedules when rescheduling, based
on the action perfomed by the 110 routi.ne$.is neceaaary,
3.2.2

Task Directives

Task directives are issued by tasks to perfom specified functions. The
fOllowing section describes the directives available in the ~TCAS unit.
3.2.2.1

CreateTask (RTSK)

Parameters:
@ ASCII oame of the task
entry address, including page addreaaing..
e pciority of task
0 how many data blocks a caak till use .:
@ size of stack”“neededby task

●

This directive aeta up and initialize a task control block, data blocks
and stack apace.
3.2.2.2

Wrk

Wait (WWT)

Parameter:
~ amount of time (30 bit word, lab = 0.25 dcrosec)
~ which data blocks to use
e which flag to uae
The task issueing this directive is suspended for the time specified.
3.2.2.3 Wrk

Return (MKRT)

This directive mskea the flag blocking and requeata that it be unblocked
after the specified nmount of time. The issuing task is not suspended.
3.2.2.4 Update Time (UPD~)
This directive requests that ayatem time, STO, (30 bit word, lsb = 0.25
microsec) be brought up-to-date.
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3.2.2.5

Wait for Flag (WAITF)

Parameter:
*

name of flag

This directive is used by a task to synchronize itself tith other tasks,
1/0 drivers, or the RIC.
When this directive is issued there are two possibilities:
0

0

the flag was blocked, in which case tbe task is suspended, or
the flag was unblocked, in which case the tack juat centinues to
run, and the flag revarta to its blocking state.

When the scheduler unblocks a task, the flag that cauaed this action is
aimultaneously put into the blocking state. A feature of the 28002 instruction
set is that a flag can be tested and reset to the blocking state by a single
indivlaible instruction, which simplifies the process of maintaining the
integrity of the synchronization process.
3.2.2.6

Change Priority (CBGPRI)

Parameter:
0

new priority

This directive allows a task to raise or lower ita priority.
3.2.2.7

Transmit (XMITR)

Parameter:
●

e
@

port number
data block numbar
buffer

This directive requests the W232C 1/0 driver to transmit the contents of
the buffer to the specified port. The requeat is queued and centrol returns to
the Issuing task.
The first byte of the buffer header is the flag that will be mde
unblocking by the 1/O driver when the transmfssion is complete. Thie allowa a
WAITF(buffer) to synchronize the task tith the 1/0. The number of bytas to
tranamit is contained in the buffer header.
3.2.2.8

Receiver (RCVR)

Parameter:
0
0
0
o

port nmber
data block number
buffer
size of buffer in bytes
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0
e
@

matching byte
btnary/ASCII
time-out count (lsb = 16.38 tillisecs)

Input requests from the air-carrier TCAS are received in binary mode with
matching byte an ASCII ‘R’. In binary mode the second byte contsine the number
of 16 bit words thet follow. The time-out counter etsrts mnnfng when the
matching byte hae been found.
Coneole input is received in ASCII mode, the wtching byte being ‘R’ for
input destined to the ~QUEST tesk, ‘C‘ for the CONTROL tssk and !T‘ for the
TEST task. Since the input ie ASCII, It is teminat ed by the RETURN key.
The data in either the ASCII mode or binary mode ie ~t into a buffer, and
the number of data bytee Is put in the buffer header. The retching byte is not
part of the data. In general the 1/0 driver hae several requeste for input
queued to the same port, those with duplicate retching bytes imply double
buffering is being used. men the 1/0 driver hae a complete mseage in a
buffer. it unblocke the buffer and asks for taske to be rescheduled. the reeult
being that tbe higheet priority unblocked tsek mns.
3.2.2.9 Flueh Buffer (FLUSH)
Parameter:
●

Q

port number
matching byte

Thie directive searchee the list of input requests queued to the 1/0 driver
for the specified port. All requeete that have the specified retching byte are
marked as timed out, and the buffer unblocked. men the tack which issued the
input requeet executes, it can check the buffer header for time-out and reject
the input use age. Tbie flushes out old requeets eo that new once can be issued
for a different port. This mechanislnie ueed by the CONTROL tack to ewitch the
REQUEST task to local console input.
3.2.2.10

Simulate Input (SIMIN)

Parameters:
@
*
~

port number
buffer
matching byte

This directive asks the 1/0 driver to treat the contents of the specified
buffer similarly to a byte etream coming in the specified port with the given
matching byte as the first character of the stream. Thie ie ueed by the TSST
tack to generate low-rate, repetitIve, input requesta.
3.2.3 Mode C Processing
The ATCRSS reply proceeding in the GATCAS unit ie unlike thst done in the
TEU in that all processing, after the received eignal is digitized, ie done in
software. The ATCRBS reply wavefom consiete of framing pulses spaced
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20.3 microseconds apart, with inforution pulses spaced every 1.45
microseconds between the framing pulses, and a special position identification
pulse spaced 4.35 microaeconda following the last fra~ng Pulse. ~ the
replies are received, they are digitized at an 8.27 MSz rate. This results in
12 samples per inforwtion pulse position. From this sample data stream, the
video pulse quantizer (section 2.3) generates a 2 LE data stream ‘hich ‘s
stored in mmory in an array called SMP(K). The array is filled with values
of 1 or O where a 1 indicates the presence of a leading edge and O mrka the
absence of a leading edge. SW(K)
is copied into the 28000 system memory
where it ia analyzed to detertine the range and altitude of responding
targets.
For ease of visualizing the ATCHSS processing algorithm, the array SW(K)
could be viewed as being arranged on a helix whose pitch is 1 in 12. Thus
each sample lies along a line parallel to the axis of the helix as shorn in
Fig. 3.2-1. Consider the two dimensional array li(i
,j) fiere
H(i,j’)= S~(i+12*j) for O<i<ll and 0<j<71.
An ATCRBS reply, R(i,j) is prOvi~iOnally declared if H(i,j)=l and
N1(H(i,j+14))=1 where N1 is a “neighbOrhOOd functiOn” which ‘quals ‘he ‘alue
of the logical OR of H(i,j+13), H(i,j+14), and H(i,j+15). ~is value ‘s
generated and stored by the RIC in a secondary array provided tith S~(K).
It
need not be calculated in software but mrely accessed from that secondary
array. As each reply is found, it is associated tith one of 12 bits according
to the i subscript.
When a new reply is found, its list (the primry list) and the two
adjacent lists are examined to see if they contain overlapping replies. Each
reply can be classified in one of three possible ways: NORMAL,
POSSIBLE-PHANTOM, or PHANTOM. When the three lists are checked, the
classificatiotlof the new reply is determined and tbe classification of the
overlapping replies in each list is appropriately updated.
The primary 11st is processed first followed by the adjacent lists. The
new reply initially haa a default claaaification of NORMAL. If the first
bracket pulse of the new reply is found to lie in the C2 information pulse
pOsition of an overlapping reply, it iS reclassified as p~ToM
and all
processing stops. Otherwise, processing continues and the overlapping replies
are checked to see if a NORMA].reply overlaps the new reply. If so, the new
reply is reclassified aa POSSIBL,E-PHANTOM. If an overlapping reply is
clasaified as POSSIBLE-PMTOM, it is reclasaified as PHANTOM. When the
primary and adjacent lists have been completely processed, the adjacent lists
that are a distance of two from the pri~ry list are checked for overlapped
replies mrked FOSSI.8LE-PHANTOM.If any are found, they are reclassified as
PHANTOM. The last phase of the ATCRBS processing deter~nes the garble bits
in valid replies due to reply overlap and flags these bits in each reply. til
PWTOM
replies are ignored. The range of valid targeta is calculated from
the reply position in Emory, and altitude is determined from the infor~tion
pulses
within
the brackets. For further information about ATCRSS processing,
refer to references 5 and 6.
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Fig. 3.2-1. Helical representation of ATC~S Leading Edge (LE)
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3.2.4 Mode S Processing
men requested to interrogate a Mnde S target, the RIC reada, encodes,
and modulates the transmitter with the Mode S data stored in the data memory
by the z8002. If a target responds, the reply is received, decoded, and
stored in the Wde S data ~mory. Then the RIC interrupts the 28002, and the
Mode s data, if any, is copied into the 28002 min wmory. The 28002 can test
to see if a reply was received and, if so, whether it was corractly decoded.
Mode S replies require no further processing except to be properly fomatted
This is done by tbe output task when the data is
for transfer to the ~U.
sent to the ~U.
3.2.5

Squitter Processing

The RIC is nomally in the squitter listening mode for more than 99% of
the one second cycle in which the GATCAS unit performs dl of its
surveillance. ~enever the RIC completes a Mode S or ATCRBS interrogation
cycle, the RIC is comanded to squitter listen. Prior to issuing requests for
Mode S or ATCmS interrogations to the RIC, the RIC is requested to stop
squitter listening. The RIC then interrupts the z8002 to signal that it is
waiting for a new comand. The Z8002 copies the squitters received since the
last request from the RIC and issues the new request. The squitters cOpied
from the RIC are added to a list to be transferred to the air-carrier TCAS.
3.2.6

TEU Data Communications

To expedite the completion of GATCAS design, the unit was developed using
the ~U software to process target replies rather than translating existing
software into the GATCAS unit. The GATCAS is interfaced to the TEU with an
RS232 9600 baud link. This link is used to evaluate the GATCAS unit using
Veraion 8 software modified for thie purpose. Connection to the mu ia
through the TOD (time-of-day) clock port using the original TOD interface
card. TOD software was removed and new input/output handlers instailed. The
following sections describe the communications interface between the GATCAS
and ~U.
3.2.6.1

Interface Protocol and Fomats

The data link batween the TSU and the GATCAS ia structured so that the
TEU initiates all transfers by sending a request to the GATCAS. The CATCAS
reaponde by sending a reply to each requests. The TEU waits for a reply
before sending another raquest.
There are four possible requests that the ~U can send. They are the
ATCRBS raquest using the top antenna, ATC~S request using the bottom antenna,
aquitter request, and Mode S request. The ATCRES requests cause an ATCRBS
interrogation to be sent and the replies sent back to the ~U.
The squitter
request causes a single squitter, if any, to be sent back to the TSU.
Squitter requests are repeated until all squittera have been transferred to
the TEU. The Mode S request causes a ~de S interrogation followed by a
transfer of a reply, if any, to the ~U.
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A request is composed of a header together with an optional data block.
The header contains 4 bytes and the data block, when present contains 14
bytes for Mode S requests and 6 bytes for ATCRBS requests. The 6 bytes used
for ATC~S requests have the same format as the first 6 bytes of the Mode S
data block. Squitter requests do not have data blocks. Figure 3.2-2 shOws
the byte assignments for the request formats.
The formt of the reply sent in response to each request is similar to
the request format. Each reply is composed of a 4 byte header and an optional
data block. The header is sent alone whenever there is not a reply to return
in response to a request. The data block returned in reply to f40deS or
equitter requests is fixed and contains 18 bytes. Six bytes are returned to
the TEU for each ATCSSS target responding to an ATCRSS request. Since the
number of ATCRBS targets “replyingto an ATCRBS request is variable, the length
of the data block returned in response to an ATC~S request is dynamic. The
length of each data block is returned in the 2nd byte of the reply header.
The pertinent byte definitions for the reply format are shorn in Fig. 3.2-3.
3.2.6.2

TEU Input and titput Handlers

The output handler replaces code in the TEU that sends an MCU comnd
block to the GA unit
block to the 14CU. The handler sends the same MCU co~nd
appended with a 4-byte protocol.
The input handler receives reply data from the GA unit, stores it in the
appropriate reply buffer, and then wakes the task responsible for the data.
The input handler is initialized by the output task before every output
transfer.
The TEU will be in 1 of 3 states: idle, sending or receiving. If idle
and it is time to interrogate, the output handler ie awakened and the state
set to sending. When the Last byte of output has been sent, the state will
transition to receiving, enabling the input handler and disabling the output
handler. When the input handler receives the last byte of input, the state
will be eet to idle and the appropriate task awakened. The translation to
idle will be forced at start of ecan time, allowing the sequence to repeat and
a disconnected GA unit to be tolerated.
3.2.6.3 GATCAS Input end Output Tasks
me tasks that perform input
and
Output
in
the
GATCAS
unit
are
the
REQUEST task and the OUTPUT task. After the system ia automatically
configured to receive requests from the TEU, the WQUEST task expects input
from the air-carrier TCAS and issues a WAITF for the input buffer to fill with
request data. If the input buffer does not fill after a specified amount of
time, the input message ia ignored. This ensures that any mssagee that are
interrupted and not completed will be rejected.
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If a request is received for a squitter, the squltter flag is set, the
OUTPUT task unblocked, and the first squitter in the squitter list sent to the
TEU by the OUTPUT task, men an ATCRBS or :.~deS request ia received, the
appropriate interrogations are sent and the OUTPUT task sends the received
replies back to the ~U.
3.3

Real-Time Mcroprograa Software
3.3.1 General Description

The microprogram software (Fig. 3.3-1) can be divided into four
functional parts:
1. ATCRBS Iriterrogationand reply processing
2. Mode S interrogation and reply processing
3.””squitter processing
4.””diagnostic testing
Thefirst three parts.are used for real-time.operations while the foureh
serves a non-real-time~function to test syetem functionali.t.y
and..integrity.
The fourth function is discussed under diagnostic software.
The h2910 dcroprogram controller operates as a slave to::
the::
28002
micre?ro~essoro The 28002”stores a.control word containing the informEion :
about a particular task to be done in the..
centrol register and then .~ignals
the Am2910 “to begin processing. The Am2910”reada the comtml register and
performs the required task. Men the h2910 has completed the task, it
interrupts””
the~28002”and waits Eor the next request.
3.3.2“-MaleC.Processin&
Figure 3.3-2 ahowe a flow diagram of the ATCRBS processing routine. men
a O or 1 is placed in the task control field of the RIC control register and
the RIC is requested to begin Ehe current request, the RIC sends an ATCRBS
interrogation and gathers replies. A O in Ehe task control field cauaes a
Mode C interrogation with no P4 pulse and a 1 in the task control field causee
a Mode C interrogation with a P4 pulse. The transmitter is pulse ampliEude
modulated diractly from the RIC pipeline register. Pulse epacing and duration
are generated in the microprogram software.
After the interrogatIons are SenE and the transponder turn-around delay
is accounted for, the reply detector and Mode C reply accumulator (CRA) are
enabled unti1 the CRA memory is full. men the memory is full, the 28002 is
interrupted and the RIC returns to a wait state, waiting for the next
request.
3.3.3 Mode S Processing
Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4 show the flow diagram for the Mode S mOde
processing routines. men a 2 or 3 is placed in the task control field (TCF)
of the RIC centrol register and the RIC is requested to begin the current
requeet, the RIC sends a Mode S interrogation and listens for Wde S replies.
A 2 in the TCF causes a short Mode S interrogation while a 3 causes a long
Mode S interrogation.
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The transmitter is again amplitude modulated directly from the RIC
pipeline register. The duration and pulse spacing of P1, P2 and P6 are
generated in software. The data that drives the transmitter and perform DPSK
(differential phase shift keying) modulation during P6 is generated by the
Mode S interrogation generator (section 2.6).
AS shown in Fig. 3.3-3,
when a short Mode S ia selected, 32 bits are sent
from the Mode S interrogation generator. Following this, the address field is
selected and the last 24 bite of encoded address are sent (section 2.6).

If a long Mode S interrogation is selected, 88 bits Of data are sent
directly, followed by the encOded 24 bits Of addresa. FOllOwing ‘ither ‘he
long or short Mode S interrogation, a delay to account for transponder turnaround and front-end delaya in the digitizer and preamble detector is
accomplished in software before listening for Mode S replies.
To listen for Mode S replya, the interrupt controller is initialized to
listen for one of four separate interrupts. The two highest priority
interrupts signal two error conditiOna, range cOunter OverflOw and stack
overflow in the h2910. The action taken in both caaes ia to halt and
activate an error light.
The 3rd highest priority interrupt signals the detection of a Mode S
preamble detection. The action taken ia to latch the range of the target and
call a subroutine to process tbe Mde S reply. The flow diagram for the
subroutine is shown in figure 3.3.4 and is also used for squitter processing.
The lowest priority interrupt is to signal that the range counter has
overflowed and liodeS listening can halt. The 28002 is interrupted and M291O
rettxrnoto a wait state for the next request.
3.3.4 Squitter Proceaaing
Figure 3.3-5 shows a flow diagram of the aquitter wde proceaalng
routines. When a 4 is placed in the taak control field (TCF), the RIC enters
the aquitter mode when comnded
to begin the present request. The RIC
remains in this mode until it receives the atop-squittering-co-nd from the
28002.
When the RIC enters the squitter mOde, it sets a flag in the status
register so the 28002 can determine if the RIC ia in the squitter mode. While
in the squitter mode, the RIC senses three different interrupts mrking the
occurance of a Mode S preamble detection, a stack overflow in the h2910, and
a stop squittering comnd from the 28002. If a stack overflow occurs, the
system halts and the error light is illuminated. If a Mode S preamble is
detected, a Mode S reply is proceaaed and stored in mmory using the Mde S
reply proceaaing subroutine. When the atop aquitter comnd
is received, the
RIC returns to a wait etate for the next request.
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4.0

DIAGNOSTIC WARDWARS

To allow the GATCAS unit to test itself for a malfunction, the Mode C
reply ~ccumulatOr (CRA), Mode s interrogation generatOr (DIG), and MOde S
reply processor (D~) were designed to allow diagnostic tests tO be run by tile
RIC and verified by the 28002. The hardware design allowa a mssage stored in
the RIC data mmory starting at location 256 to be encoded, and sent to the
Mode S rePly proceseOr. The Mode S reply processor then decodes the Wasage
and stores it in the RIC data mmory at location O. The z8002 can then
compare the nmeeage sent and received to validate the uplink encoder and
dowlink decoder operation. The DIG and DRP are alao deei~ed to allow a
complete umory iwge of the Mode S interrogation area (predefine by the
28002) to be copied into the Mode S reply area by the RIC. The z8002 can then
read the Mode S reply area and validate Mode S data memory integrity.
The CRA haa been designed so that the RIC can fill the CM umory with
all ones or zeroes. The 28002 can then read the CRA memory to validate CW
memory integrity.
The computer subsystem contains 31 kilobytes of RAM and 160 bytes of
PROM. Upon reset, the z8002 begins executing a program in PROM and tests the
RAM for validity. It there are no faults in the RAM, the real-time ayatem
initializes and begins running. The software that mkes uae of the internal
hardware diagnostic features is described in Section 5.0.
In addition to internal tests, the unit can be tested fOr sYstem
functionality by directly connecting a Mode S transponder directly to the unit
through a radio frequency attenuator (see Fig. 4.0-1). The aYatem can then be
operated normlly with a real target at zero range. The software designed to
exercise the system while it is connected to the transponder iS described in
Section 5.0.
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5.0 DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
5.1

General Description

The diagnostic software used to monitor and test the GATCAS operation can
be divided into three groups:
1. z8002 system diagnostics: routines used hen both the TSU and the
signal processor are logically connected to the z8002 computer
subsystem.
2.

RIC diagnostics: routinee used when only the signal processor ia
logically connected to the Z8002 computer subsystem.

3.

TEU experimental unit diagnostics: routines used when only the TEU
is logically connected to the Z8002 computer subsystem.

On reset, the Z8002 monitor program mna a memory check on the M
in the
computer subsystem. If it faila, and a console device is connected, an error
message is printed. If there is no error, the INIT task initializes the other
tasks to process ATCRBS, Mode S, or squitter requests from the ~U and starts
running in a normal real-time mode. The operator at this time cam uae the
commands described in section 5.2 (Z8002 svstem diagnostics) to check system
operation. If further checks on individual parts of the syaternare required,
normal operation can be terminated and the unit placed in a local mode. In
the local mode, the RIC or the TEU can be logically connected and diagnostics
run to test each (ace sections 5.3 and 5.4).
5.2 Z8002 System Diagnostics
The aysterndiagnostics provided are used to monitor the value of certain
state variables and display “snapahots” of the ~de S, ATCRBS, and aquitter
messages going to and from the TEU. The use of the comands described below
requires that both the RIC and TEU unit be logically connected, which ie the
system state following a reset.
Typing CQ (capital lettere required) followed by a carriage return causes
the system to type the dieplay:

The /)a~bol represents a hexadecimal number and the S apbol
alphameric character.

represents an
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The WTB fields sum together to equal the total number Of (hexadeci~l) RIC
and z8002 simultaneous memory acceases to signal processor RAM. This is not an
error but an indication that memory access conflicts are occurring. The WQUEST
PC field gives the hexadecimal address at which the request task iS waiting and
the FLG”field gives the alphameric name of the flag for which the request task is
waiting.
The second line gives the status of the interrupts toting into the z8002.
The DBS, SQT, ATC, and BSY fields respectively give the hexadecimal numbers of
Mode S, SQUITTER, ATCRBS, and RIC interrupts that have been raceived since the
last raset.
The third line indicates the state of the logical connection between the
RIC, z8002, and TEU. A tinus one (hexadecimal FF) in a parameter field indicates
that a particular part of the system ie logically connected. When a minus one is
in the QRIC or QROLM field, the RIC or air-carrier TCAS unit is logically
connected. When a tinus one is in the Q~OLM, the air-carrier TCAS is connected
to receive’ data only. When a minus one is in the QBANT field, the system will
use the bottom antenna only.
The fourth and fifth lines contain the CTL, UPL and DNL fields. The CTL
field contains the haxadecimxl value of the control register. The UPL and DNL
fields display the data last sent on the Mode S ,uplink and received On the
Mode S downlink.
The sixth line begins with the number of messages that have been sent to the
TEU. The RQ field gives the total number of request that have been received from
the TEU. The D, S, and A fields contain the number of Mode S, SQUITTER, and
ATCRBS requests respectively, that have been received from the TEU. The E field
contains the number of unidentifiable requests that have been received from the
TEU due to errors.
The last line contains the Mode S reply address counter (REPCTR), the
range counter (RNGCTR), and the STATUS register value. The STATUS field is
recorded following a ATCRB8, Mode S, SQUI~TER, or BUSy interruPt. The current
value is recorded in the A; D, S, or B fields respectively.
The operator can also display the mssages that have passed between the
GATCAS and TEU during the last few seconds by typing CPK1, CPK2, or CPU.
The
CP”K1 comwnd collects Mode S messages and then prints them out. CPK2 till
do
the same as CPK1 but includes squitter msssages. CPK3 causes Mode S,
squitter, and ATCRBS messages to be displayed. In front of messages going to
the TEU unit a < symbol is printed and in front of massages toting from TEU
messages a > is printed.
5.3 RIC Diagnostics
To test the operation of the RIC, the unit can be placed in the local mode
by typing CRO. This logically disconnects the TEU and allows individual testing
of the ATCRBS kde and Mode S. The CRO is a toggle action command so that the
next CRO typed will reconnect the TEU.
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In the local mode, the CQ command is still functional and can be used to
monitor interrupt from the RICO If an interrupt from the RIC is not received
in response to an RIC request, the error message RIC TI~D OUT is displayed on
the console. The CQ command can then be used to determine what interrupt
didn’t arrive. ~is should occur only in the local mode. If the RIC does
time out and it is desirable to continue, the CID, CIS, CIA, Or CIB comand
can be used to artificially generate the Mode S, squitter, ATCRBS, or BUSY
interrupts, respectively.
The commands CMTO, CMTI, . . . CMKTF can be typed in the local mode to
set the ~
level to a hex value of O, 1, . . . F, respectively. The ~
value of O corresponds to a receiver sensitivity of -72 dBm, while an ~
value of F corresponds to a receiver sensitivity of -40 dBm.
In the local mode, it is possible to select the top or bottom antenna
when the system is reset, the system is initialized to the top antenna. CBA
typed once selects the bottom antenna and CBA typed again reselects the top
antenna. ~is can be repeated as desired.
During RIC testing, it My be desirable to inhibit RIC interrupt to tbe
z8000. ~is can be done by CIZD, CIZS, CIZA, or CIZB tO inhibit the MOde s,
squitter, ATCRBS, or BUSY interrupt selectively.
5.3.1 Mode C Diagnostics
&o types of ATCRBS diagnostics can be mn with the UTCAS unit; tests
that verify internal functionality and tests that make use of an
externally-connectedMode S transponder. The internal tests are UT 1 and
RAT2. WT 1 commands the RIC to return all zeroes in the Mode C Reply
Accumulator (CRA) and KATZ commands the RIC to return all ones in the CRA.
The Z8002 then reads the ~
to verify if the result from the current comand
is correct. The CQ command will type out OK or BAD along with the system
state.
With the transponder connected, three different teste can be rnn. The
first test sends a single ATCRBS interrogation to the transponder and
processes the reply. The reply is displayed by printing the left bracket
position in decimal, the unscrambled data bits including bracket pulses in
hexadecimal,and the corresponding garble bits. This test iS executed by
typing W for interrogation with P4 and W
for interrogations tith no P4.
The second test causes the first test to be executed repeatedly with the
results being printed following each interrogation. To execute the second
test, CTR is typed (to get the tast repeat mode) followed by TRA for ATCRBS
interrogation tith P4 or W
for ATCRBS interrogations with no P4. CTR is a
toggle type command so that the test can be halted by typing CTR again.
The third test is similar to the second test but differs in that it does
not display any information. Interrogations are sent to the transponder
approximately every 20 milliseconds and the repliee are processed normally.
This mode is valuable when trying to observe brdware operations on an
oscilloscope.
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This test is activated by typing CAR followed by RA for interrogations with P4
and RAN for interrogationswith no P4. In the fast repetition mode, RIC
interrupts are counted but otherwise ignored since the role of the 28002 is
merely that of a signal source to debug the RIC.
5.3.2 Mode S Diagnostics
Two types of Mode S diagnostics can be run with the GATCAS unit; tests
that verify internal functionality and tests that mke use of an externally
connected transponder. The internal test co-rids are RDT1 and RDT2. RDT1 iS
used to validate the integrity of the Node S data memory. The 28002 wst
first fill the interrogation part of the Node S memory tith knom data. The
RDT1 commnd then copies the interrogation part (256 bytes) of the Mode S
memory into the reply part (256 bytee) and interrupts the 28002. The 2S002
can then compare the reply part of the memory with the data originally placed
in the interrogation section to valid the wmory.
RDT2 is used to validate the uplink encoder and the domlink decoder. To
use the RDT2 comand, the z8002 first loads a valid uplink masage into the
interrogation part of the memory. The RDT2 comnd then causes the uplink
message to be encoded, channeled through the dowlink decoder, and stored in
the reply part of the mmory. The domlink wssage should be identical to the
uplink mssage for valid operation. Following both RDT1 and RDT2, the result
of the test can be deterluinedby typing CQ.
With the transponder connected, three different Mode S tests can be run.
The first test sends a single Mode S Interrogation to the transponder and
processes the reply. The transponder reply will be printed if a reply is
received and “NO MODE S RSPLY” will be printed if a reply is not received.
The transpo,lderaddress mat l=tch the addresa interrogate
ed or a reply will
not be received. The default Mode S address which is used after system
start-up is DAS505. The liodeS address can be changed using the CNO co-rid.
To change the address to 432234, for example, the comnd line would be
CNU432234.
The second Mode S test causes the first teat to be executed repeatedly
with the results being printed following each interrogation. To excute the
second test, CTR is type followed by TRD. CTR ie a toggle co-rid so that the
test can be halted by typing CTR again.
The third test is aitilar to the second test but differs in that it does
not display any infer-tion. Interrogations are sent to the transponder
apprOximtely every 20 milliseconds and the replies are processed normally.
This test is activated by typing CDR followed by RD. Repeating CDR turns
the
third teat off. It ia possible to display distinct Mode S replies and the
number of Mode S replies that have been received by typing CDP.
5.4

TEU Diagnostics

To test the operation of the TEU connection, the RIC can be logically
disconnected and the unit placed in the local mode by typing CRI. The TEU can
then interrogate the GATCAS unit and receive dummy ATCRSS targets, Mode S
targets, and squitters.
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The ATCDS targets can be initialized to be at any postion in the Mode C
Reply Accumulator (CM) by first typing TA, which will produce the following
prompt:
T {z/G/START BWTJ

(T...)

The operetor can then enter T followed by a decimxl
left bracket at the particular range. For example,
The system
ATCRBS reply at address 529 in the W.
for data bits in hex which are to go into the ATC~S
ATCRBS information can be cleared by typing T2, and
terminated
by typing TG.

number to locate an ATC~S
T529 would locate an
then prompts the operator
reply. All previous
initialization can be

Squitters can be initialized by first typing TS, which will produce the
following prompt:
Mode SID(T....)
The operator can then enter T followed by the hex address of the squitter.
For example, TDAB937 would initialize a squitter in mmory with address
D~937. The squitter initialization is terminated by typing TG.
The Mode S targets can be initialized by typing CM followed by the hex
addrees of the tide S target. For example, Cm DM515 muld initialize a tide
S target with an addreas of DM515.
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6.0

FLIGHT ~ST

RSSULTS

The GATCAS unit was flight tested in a Cessna 421 which already contained
the TSU unit. Figure 2.1-2 shows the equipment in its flight test
confIguration. To validate Wde S operation, head-on encounters were flom
between the Cessna 421 and a Beechcraft Bonanza equipped with a Mode S
transponder. Data from these encounters are discussed in Section 6.1
Targets of opportunity in the vicinity of Teterboro, NJ were used to
validate the ATCRBS mode. The ATCRSS data was analyzed and the results are
presented in Section 6.2
6.1 Mode S Performance
During the head-on encounters flown between the TCAS-equipped Cessna 421
and a Mode S-equipped Beechcraft Bonanza, the Cessna 421 maintained 3,500 feet
and the Bonanza mintained 3,000 feet. me aircraft began the encounters from
points 10 nautical dies apart and then flew directly toward each other,
creased over, and then continued out-bound until again reaching a separation
of 10 nautical Mlea.
The cross s~bol in Fig. 6.1-1. designates the range
and altitude track of the Bonanza with the altitude track of the Ceeana 421
Shorn by the dashed lines. The range and altitude of ATCSBS targete in the
area at the time are indicated by small dots on the figure. The maximum range
plotted is a.7 wutical tiles, the mximum range processed by the GATCAS unit.
The Mode S replies are of high quality with tisslng replies only on the
in-bound leg. Similar performance haa been observed when using the Bonanza as
a target aircraft during TBU testing.
The tracks generated from this data by the collision avoidance system
(CAS) logic are shown in Fig. 6.1-2. The CAS tracker is able to track through
the reply dropouts resulting in a perfect track. Extensive flight testa to
perfom a statistical study of the GATCAS performance were not conducted
because of the correlation of the encounter with the ~U data already
collected, and the lack of a sufficiently large population of Node S targets.
6.2

Mode C Mode Performance

To validate ATCRBS mode performance, two Cessna
421 flights were
cOnducted to Teterboro, N.J., to collect data on targets-of-opportunity. A
total of 2 hours and 27 tinutea of data were collected and analyzed. This
included both enroute and teminal operations. These data were then snalyzed
to detemine system performance by studying individual cases and compiling
statistics characterizing the entire data base.
6.2.1 Detection at Long Rsnge
The GATCAS system is designed to work reliably at a range of 3.4 nautical
miles for encounters with closing speeds of less than or equal to 300 kts.
The data collected included a number of chance encounters which afford an
Wor example, tbe encounter with
OPpOrtunity to aasess the range perfomance.
the highest closing rate recorded ia shown in Fig. 6.2-1. The cloafng speed
is 4a0 kts tith a point-of-closest-approach(PCA) of 0.5 mi.
The track was
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Fig. 6.1-1. Reply data from mode S head-on encounter flight.
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Fig. 6.1-2. CAS tracks from Mode S head-on encounter.
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established at a range of 4.5 nti, which occurred 35 secOnds before the pCA.
During the 35 seconds prior to PCA, there were 4 coaste (not shorn in the
figure). The bllp/scan ratio wae 88% during this time.
There were a number of other chance encounters tith varying C1OSing
speeds in the data collected (althOugh due tO differences ‘n altitude~ ‘ny ‘f
theee encounters did not result in wneuver advisories). Their
characteristics with performance measures are listed in Table 6-1. The
traffic density present during each encounter, also listed in the table, was
calculated by counting the aircraft (Other than the subject aircraft) ‘ithin
8.7 nmi, averaging this count over a oneminute period prior to pCA, and then
times 8.7 nti squsred.
dividing the result by
The performance observed in tbe data collected waa very good. In all
cases, including encounters with closing speeds exceeding the system
specification, track was estsbliehed 35 seconds or ~re before pCA and the
tracks were continued without drop through PCA.
6.2.2

Statistical Perforunce Assessment

In addition to tbe individual cases described abOve, a statistical
perforunce analysis was also conducted on the 2 llOursand 27 minutes of data
collected during the flights tO TeterbOrO, N.Jo The analYsis included ‘he
determination of the probability Of track (POT), Probability Of rePOrt (poR)>
probability of coaet (POC), and a study Of perfOr~nce vs aircraft densitY.
6.2.2.1 Performance Definitions
Tbe perforwnce maasures used in this report are defined as follows:
Probability of track: For a given scan and a particular aircraft of
interest, the probability that an established track of that aircraft
exists on that scan.
Probability of report: For a givan scan and a particular track of
interest, the probability that the track ia uPdated with a report ‘n ‘hat
scan.
Probability of coast: One tinus the probability of report.
6.2.2.2 Probability of Report
Probability of report was evaluated from the BEU data base by cOmputing
the ratio of number of reports to the aum of number of reporte and coasts
(total scans). The ratio was evaluated as a function of two variablas, range
and number of ovarlaps. Wnge is divided into thraa intervala, O-2 nd, 2-4
nti, and 4-6 nfi. The nu,nbarof overlaps ia definad as the number of airCraft
with ranges tithin 1.67 mi of the subject aircraft range. Aircraft furthar
apart in range cannot produce rapliea that overlap in time. Both
altitude-reporting and non-altitude-raporting aircraft were cOnaidered when
detartining overlapping aircraft.
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TABLE 6-1.
ATCRBS MODE PE~O WCE

T~S
Case
tit.
——

:

Closing
Other Oensity
Aircraft
Speed
ALT
__
—PM

.

AcquisitIon Acq.
Tim
~nge

Track
Continuity

Coasts
Inbound

A

1600 ft.

5000

.017

480

0.5

4.5

35

100%

4/35 = 11%

B

4000

3000

.017

“240

0.1

8.4

127

97%

35/127 = 26%

c

3700

4000

.013

300

0.8

a.4

106

100%

20/106 = 19%

D

3700

6000

.006

340

2.0

a.4

99

100%

17/99 = 17%

E

7400

9000

.006

430

1.0

6.0

56

100%

6[s6 = 11%

F

5100

27000

.013

200

o.a

5.0

a7

100%

531a7 = 60%

—

Ssther than evaluating probability of report over the entire trajectory
of every real aircraft, the evaluation was conducted fOr aircraft within a
reg~on of interest. The time an aircraft spent within 600 feet of ground
level wa3 not counted, nor wa3 the time it spent outside
10° in elevation
angle. Performance when either aircraft waa near the ground [le3a than 500
feet) is excluded from this study simply to focu3 attention on the primary
region in which GATCAS is inEended to operate.
The resulte are shorn in Table 6-2. As expected, probability of report
degradea with increasing
number of overlap3 and longer range.
6.2.3

Probability of Track

The.mo.s.t
important performance.measure i3 probability of .treck. The
probability .of track i3 detartined by di”iidingtl~etOt’al””
number Of 3can3 a
recorded track .waamintained on a target by the total,numberof scana a track ‘“
ahouid have..
been mint ained. To accomplis”bthis, it would be desirable to
have an independent source of surveillance to detertine the..pr.esence.
of
aircraft. Since an independent source was not available”;
““theonly course.
of
action was to applya superior tracker to the same reply date. This was done
mnually, usifigplots of the reply ranges.and altitudesver3us time. By ~~~
concentrating prlmrily on the range plots inside siz tiles, the exietence of
aircraft could be confidently:inferred even when round reliabilities were low as about 257$. Gapa as long,as <ens of seconds having even lower round
reliabilities were confidently..
filled in on the ba~i$ Of””
Only a few rePlies.
As in the preceding section this’analysis was limited to aircraft”inthe
region of interest. The results of comparingthe real aircraft trajectories
to the GATCAS tracks are shorn in Table 6-3. Performance is seen to be very
good in the mst important region within 3.4 nmi. As expected, probability Of
track is best at ehort rangea while degrading gradually at longer ranges.
6.2.4

Performance as a Function of Aircraft Density

& indication of the aircraft target densities during these flights is
given in Fig. 6.2-2, a histogram of the number of targets in track. These
figures refer to the number of aircraft within 6 nti, and include altitude
reporting aircraft only. The equivalent target densitIes mrked in the figure
are based on the formula:
Number of aircraft exclusive
of the TCAS aircraft
density

= ---------------------------X

(6 mi)

The effect of aircraft density on probability of track for aircraft of
interest was evaluated by dividing the range into three intervals; O-2 d,
2-4 M,
and 4-6 nti. Tracks within each range interval were examined
continuously to deterdne the local deneity within the range interval during
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TABLE 6-2.
PROBABILITY OF RRPORT EVALUATED FOR AIRCRAFT OF INTEWST

tinge
No..of
Overlaps

2-4 W.

nti

..4.-6 nti

.89

.81

.81

1

.76

.73

,70

2

N/A

.65

.62

o

I

0-2

I

.

I
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TARLE 6-2.
PROBABILITY OF WPORT EVALUATED FOR AIRCRAFT OF INTERSST

tinge

I

I

I
2

N/A

.65

I

.62

I

1

T~LE

6-4

PROBABILITY OF TRACK VS. TAWEf DENSITY EVALUATED FOR
AIRCWT
OF INTERRST

I

Number of ATCRBS “TranspO.%ders
Within’6 n~
Excluding the TCAS Equipped Aircraft
1

0-2:::
Rsnge:
Interval ..2-4
(nmi)
4-6

~...

2

28
314

o
:110

.92
145
793

1.0
’182
.737

~~~ 5.
, 17
.77
33
123.

.85.. .80
.79
244
446 ~ :::136
.721.
1400
.62.. ..:2:”
.85
.

4
10
47

~~~

1 through .5..

5

43 ~~~
N/A”

.82
18
81

485
.92
378

N/A
1734
.a2 ~~~
.a.2
52 ~~ 57
935
321
10 ““”2441 ...
.72
.38
.15. ..

Note: The three entries in each case are
(a) number of aircraft-seconds for *ich

there was no track

(b) number of aircraft-seconds for which there was a track
---(c) probability of track = --!b)
(a)+(b)
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APPENDIX A
GATCAS COST ESTIWTE
To determine the cost of manufacturing a general aviation TCAS unit
similar to that described in this report, a cOmbinatiOn Of methOd@ waa used.
The system assembly was divided into seven separate areas. When pOssible, the
costs were estimated based on an itemized list of the psrts required.
When this method could not be applied, a coat was derived by comparison
with two other types of general aviation avionics previously analyzed by ARINC
Research Corporation. The two studies used for comparison were the “COSt
Development of the MaI-Channel GPS Navigator for Ganeral Aviation
Application” [7], and the “Cost halysis of the Discrete Mdress Beacon System
for the Low Perforwnce General Aviation Mrcraft Comnity”
[81.
The seven categories into which the construction of a GATCAS unit were
divided are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Transmitter
‘Receiver
Video Pulse Wantizer
Digital Logic
Power Supply
Enclosure and Chassis
Assembly and Test

Table A-1 lists the coat estimate for each of these areas along with
allowances for labor, administrative expenses, and profit. The data for
determining material handling coste, labOr charges, factOrY OverlIeadcharges~
quality control costs, administrative expenses, profit, and distribution were
obtained from ref. [7].
The transmitter and receiver coata were based primarily on the costs
found in ref. [8] for a DABS transponder with Comm A, B, C, and D. This was
necessary because the GATCAS unit did not use ~ construction techniques
employed in commercial units. The costa found in the ~INC study were
increased to account for a more stable ticrowave oscillator, a pulse amplitude
modulation switch, a diversity switch, and an additional low-pass filter.
The Video Pulse ~antizer (VPQ) and the Digital Logic cost estimates were
evaluated using the parts-cost msthod. Thie was poesible becauae both were
designed and built at Lincoln Laboratory and detailed parts lists were
available. Detailed bills of material and associated labor units were
prepared for each and the material costs were determined baaed cn the largest
quantity prices available (generally quantities Of 1~000 Or Sreater).

A-1

TABLE A-1
GATCAS COST SO~~RY

MODULE COST IN 1982 DOLLARS

COST
ELEMENT

I
‘Ideo
Power
]
‘UIS
e
igital
ransmittet eceiver Iuantizer -

Enclosure

~ssembly
& Test !otala

~

hterial
Cost

261.35

76.70

565.14

140.99 50.03’

86.37

!180.58

I

Mterial
Handling
(lo%)

26.14

7.67

56.51

114.10

5.00

8.63

Labor
(7.64/Hr)

30,56

26.74

39.13

103.34 22.93

33.09

49.50

305.29

Burden
(135%)

41.25

36.10

52.83

139.50 30.96

44.67

66.83

412.14

359.30

47.21

713.61

497.93 108.92

172.76

116.33

1116.06

97.01

39.75

192.67

404.44 29.40

46.64

31.41

S41.32

Total
Direct
Cost

456.31

86.96

906.28

902.37 138.32

219.40

147.74

1957.38

Profit
(15%)

68.45

?8.04

135.94

35.35

20.74

32.91

22.16

593.59

Factory
Sell
Price

j24.76

.5.00

1042.22

~87.72 59.06

252.31

169.90

550.97

Subtotal
Admin. (27%)

Distribution
(loo%)

218.05

550.97

Liat
Price

I

101.94
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The power eupply costs for the GATCAS unit were found by adding the costs
found in the GPS and transponder studies. Both the mterial costs and the
hours of labor were directly added with no reduction. The cost for labor was
then determined using a rate of $7.64/hour. This approach is conservative
but valid since the GATCAS ~ subsytems are very sitilar to thosa of the
transponder, and the GATCAS digital logic requirements are nearly identical to
of the overall cost due to the power
thoee of the GPS unit. The percentage
supply is also very SW1l.

.

The enclosure and chaasis cost was derived aidlsrly to the power supply
cost except that the cost for mterials and tbe hours of labor taken from the
GPS study were ecaled dom by a faccor of .56. Thie scale factor was found by
taking the ratio of the total printed circuit board areas of the GATCAS and
the GPS unit. The labor cost was then calculated using $7.64/hour.
The assembly and teat cost for a GATCAS unit was found by adding the
hours of labor found in the GPS and transponder studies and then using the
rate of $7.64/hour.
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